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ABSTRACT
The newly discovered forms of nuclear behavior at exotic shape configurations are discussed from
the theoretical point of view. The main emphasis is set on superdeformed nuclei and the "strange"
mechanisms influencing their properties. In particular the feeding properties, aligment, pairing
properties and the problem of "anomalous degeneracies" are discussed.
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I - "HIGH SPINS": A PARTICULAR DOMAIN IN NUCLEAR PHYSICS
In the long and rich history of nuclear physics there have been several periods of particular excitement and creativity. In fact, one of those seems to be taking place currently where the discoveries
of new forms of nuclear high spin behaviour appear to touch profoundly the fundamentals of the
physics of multifermionic systems.
In several branches of physics in which the properties of the micro-world are studied we find a
few common observables which characterise important features of practically all physical systems
and without which no theory will function. To be more spécifie, let us compare typical object
compositions in terms of the number of particles, cf. schematic Fig. 1. The corresponding variable,
n, represented by the sais drawn diagonally varies between "a few", characteristic for the elementary particle physics, via "hundreds or thousands", representing nuclear and atomic objects, and
finally towards "infinity", characteristic of condensed-matter physics. In the first three domains
one cannot work without such variables like n, as well as E, the total excitation energy, /, the
angular momentum of the system, and, slightly more "subtle", the density p, which hides some
information about the interactions.
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Fig. 1 A schematic representation of a typical object composition in terms of the number of particles; more precisely the number of
batyons and/or leptons in a physical system.

We will be interested in objects ruled by strong interactions. This brings us at first to the elementary
particle and the nuclear physics domains. What are the fundamental interests there? We represent
the opinion that there are only two fundamental lines of research in those domains:
a. In nuclear physics: The coherent effects in the systems composed of strongly interacting Fermions. (These effects include the properties of specific nuclear phases, phase
transitions, specific symmetries in the quantum many-body systems, like space/time induced symmetries, "accidental" symmetries, and/or local (intrinsic) symmetries whose
manifestations differ considerably from those studied in two-body systems.
b. In elementary particle physics: The origin and the microscopic nature of the interactions among the nuclear and subnuclear objects ("elementary" particles).
Both of the above research strategies are equally fundamental. It is not easy to imagine that
one of them will replace and/or significantly "help" the other - not even in principle! That is
because of the well known problems which, strictly speaking, render the transition from a "two
body physics" to the real "many body physics" impossible. It is also in part a beauty of this
kind of research, where the complex forms of particle-particle interactions together with the Pauli
principle influence the behaviour of the multi-Fermion systems so dramatically and "secretfully".
As a result, the composite objects and their behaviour do not resemble at all the effect of summing
up the two-body (or even multi-quark) interactions.
What are the distinct exploration lines, in terms of the observables introduced in Fig. 1? A partial answer is given in the schematic Fig. 2, where the characteristic areas in the (E, I) plane
are marked. The angular momentum, /, plays a special role in nuclear context. First of all,
it is only in this context, where the terrestral nuclear objects can be exposed to the influence
of spins as high as ~ 100ft or even more. The presence of high angular momentum changes
the "environment" of a nucléon embedded in a nucleus spinning fast: such a nucléon "feels"
a distinct direction in space together with the locally distinct sense of time. These concepts bring
us to the interest in a local description of nucleonic properties i.e. in the local (body fixed = intrinsic) coordinate frames together with the related local symmetries and symmetry breaking effects.
They provide a convenient tool for studying, for instance, the otherwise unexplorable components
in strong nuclear forces, see for instance Bohr and Mottelson, 1969.
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The uniqueness of the nuclear structure physics of high-spin behaviour
lies in the fact that "nowhere else" strongly interacting bound microobjects can be found and studied at the spin limits of up to ~ 100 h.

The most active progress in constructing new experimental devices related to the high-spin physics
is that in designing the multidetector systems of high energy-resolution using the 4?r geometry, like
the Eurogam (presently under construction, co-financed jointly by France and the United Kingdom)
or the American project Gammasphere. Those unique devices composed of ~ 70 (Eurogam) or
~ 110 (Gammasphere) high resolution detectors will allow to measure the nuclear properties with
an unprecedented precision and sensivity. In particular, the multi-coincidence studies reaching
several-fold coincidences will become possible. They will address, with high efficiency, the highspin regime of nuclear excitations, pushing our understanding of nuclear phenomena towards the
limits which are totally "out of question" with the present-day techniques. What can we expect
to find at these new limits of expansion? Some suggestions related to this subject will be given in
one of the following sections.
Very roughly, the present status of nuclear structure exploration can be summarized with the
help of the illustration in Fig. 3. The hard-line separation is provided by the so-called yrast
sequence composed, by definition, of states which at each given spin are the lowest in energy.
Below this line we find the "nobody's land" - the unphysical region where the existence of many
body configurations built out of interacting nucléons is excluded. The states close to the yrast line
are characteristic of relatively strong super-fluid (pairing) correlations. The increase in excitation
energy at ej.ch given spin brings the system to configurations which on the average, do not support
any strong pairing anymore. This leads to what is referred to as a loss of superfluidity. At the same
time, bringing in more excitation energy will force several nucléons to occupy higher and higherlying quantal states smearing out the corresponding occupation distributions over many individualnucleonic energy levels thus hiding the peculiarities of the definite shell closures (spherical or
deformed). This brings us to what we call the loss of principal shell structure. Having sufficient
amount of excitation energy allows the nucleus to distribute its nucléons by employing many degrees
of freedom - in many ways. The number of possibilities to place Z or N nucléons over about twice as
large a number of vacant, bound (negative energy) states existing in a nucleus, grows dramatically
with the excitation energy. The resulting increase in the level density and thus a decrease in the
average level spacing approaches quickly a characteristic limit sometimes referred to as a (residual)
interaction energy of the neighbour states, and implies a transition towards the so-called chaotic
regime. (Studies of this interesting regime have been rather limited in the past as far as nuclear
context is concerned. It remains to hope that the progress in mathematical treatment of chaotic
phenomena will also imply more impact on our understanding of nuclear effects - and vice versa without necessarily limiting ourselves to the energy-spectral properties only).
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Fig. 3 A schematic representation of transitions and structural changes that follow an
increase in both the excitation energy and angular momentum.

While a majority of nucleonic configurations born by an increase in excitation energy would conform
with the above outlined scheme (loss of superfluidity, loss of principal shell structure, transition
towards the chaotic regime) yet remarkable effects of typically coherent, ordered nature manifest
themselves high in the energy spectra of nuclear systems, thus contradicting an apparent generality
of such a scheme. This kind of coherence can be provided by several mechanisms. Among the most
often quoted examples are: a) coherent movement of the protons against the neutrons, what
amounts to a traditional, macroscopic view of the giant isovector resonance mechanism; b) the
increase in energy when a nuclear system deforms its spatial distribution thereby reaching to the
high-lying, exotic shape configurations coexisting with the ground state. The latter redistributions
of the nucleonic density, which in general must involve a rearrangement of many nucleonic orbitals,
lead to the specific forms of motion: shape transitions, and/or shape coexistence, fission, etc.; c) the
collective rotational motion enforcing a concentration of the excitation energy on one (spinning)
excitation mechanism.
The existence of super- and hyper-deformed configurations is a particular but a very important
manifestation of coherent nucleonic excitations. Its importance lies in the fact that several characteristic nuclear quantum mechanisms manifest themselves in those states in their relatively pure
form, as implied by only weak pairing-correlations that are present there.
Terminating the discussion of the phase diagram in Fig. 3 let us emphasize its very schematic character. Some forms of a coherent motion will exist also in the typically statistical energy regime;
some shape fluctuations and shape transistions would also take place in the energy range characteristic for & "loss of principal shell structure"; finally, some other effects like e.g. manifestations
of approximate nuclear symmetries in some areas of the phase diagram have not even been marked
in order not to complicate the figure too much.
Let us emphasize at this point a special role of the mean-field approximation in nuclear structure
theories. While the free-space nucléon-nucléon interaction manifests several complex features (spinand isospin-dependence, both attractive (in some configurations) and repulsive (in some other)

character of the force, non-local features etc.) in the many body nuclear objects most of these
features average out. A schematic illustration of the resulting simplification scheme based on the
Bethe-Goldstone approximation and on the concept of the so-called "healing distance" is given
in Fig. 4. ' From the known nuclear density, by simply taking its inverse, we obtain the average
volume per nucléon wherefrom an estimate of the radius of the corresponding spherical free-space
cavity, R ~ 1.6Fm, is deduced. The nuclear matter calculations within Bethe-Goldstone scheme
have been extensively applied in the past to calculate, in particular, the wave functions of the
nucléon-nucléon relative motion (i.e. in function of the relative distance, r) in nuclear matter. The
realistic nucléon-nucléon interactions, in addition to their complexity outlined above produce yet
another complication: an extremely strong repulsion at short distances, imitated by the presence
of a hard core (the potential tends to infinity at the distance r -» r^c — 0.4Fm (HC - hard
core) - cf. Fig. 4). Calculations of the properties of the relative motion gave an "astonishing"
result: the wave function of the free motion and that of the "realistic" solution practically coincide
at the distances r>h — 0.8 Fm, the latter called sometimes the healing distance. This distance
measures the effective interaction range: for r>/i, on the average, the complicated nucléon-nucléon
interactions practically do not modify the relative motion. This effect of "averaging out to zero" is
due to the Pauli-blocking mechanism in the nuclear many body systems. The geometrical estimate
of the effective volume in which the nucléon-nucléon forces are able to modify the nucleonic motion
as compared to the volume available to each nucléon, Vj INTERACTION /^'AVAILABLE ~ 15%- Very
roughly, in "85% of the available nuclear volume the nucléons move like non-interacting objects".
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Fig. 4 A schematic illustration of the "short
healing distance" effect on the properties of the
relative nucleonic motion. The nuclear interactions modify the nucleonic motion only at the
short distances (0.4 < r < 0.8Fm). As a result, on the average, in about (80-90)% of the
volume the nucleonic motion resembles that of
non-interacting (fiée) nucléons.

This microscopic result strongly suggests the average nuclear-field approximation-scheme: if we
are able to construct the average field potential which limits the nucleonic motion so that the
corresponding nucleonic spatial distribution resembles that of a real nucleus, then we may hope
to approximate well the true nucleonic movement at least "in about 85% of the nuclear volume". The modifications of such a free-nucleonic motion can then be introduced in terms of
residual interactions, and well tractable approximation schemes can be constructed.

II - HIGH-SPIN NUCLEAR STATES ( A N D HOW TO "GET THEM")
A rapid progress in physics of high-spin nuclear phenomena has followed not so much the development in heavy ion acceleration techniques but perhaps first of all, that in detection methods. The
importance of the adequate detection methods becomes clear if one analyses a scheme in Fig. 5.
A typical projectile (P) vs. target (T) collision leads to fusion (we leave out the discussion of
probability of such a process) followed by an equilibration process of a newly formed object. In a
fortunate event of survival of such a new object which in general is too likely to fission if the reaction conditions are not chosen properly, we may study its properties. Being primarily interested in
high-spin phenomena we will mainly benefit from those nuclear reaction processes which are characterised by sufficiently large impact parameters; only those allow for a high angular momentum
transfer into the composite (T + P) system.
A nucleus at high angular momentum can sometimes be considered as a quasiclassical object; the
characteristic phases of its rotation corresponding to various stages of the deexcitation process are
marked in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5 A characteristic time scale for the process of particle evaporation and gamma emission following a creation of a compound nuclear
system.

The process of particle emission is the fastest. During a characteristic time of TCH ~ 10 secs a
number of light objects, like neutrons, protons or Q particles are emitted, thus lowering the total
excitation energy of a composite system below the threshold of the nucleonic binding energy. The
number and the kind of emitted ( "evaporated") particles may vary with the total excitation energy,
the proton number, Z, and the neutron number, N; here one may think typically of 3 to 6 particles.
The electromagnetic radiation follows the particle emission with its characteristic gamma decay
times of TCH ~- (10~ 17 to 10~ 12 ) sees. Sometimes, due to special hindrance effects, these times

can be longer. Again, the number of emitted photons may vary markedly with the mass and the
excitation energy of the composite system but, for instance, in A ~ 150 mass range, one may
expect a cascade of up to about 40 gamma rays following the particle evaporation process.
This defines the principal task of an experimenter: to determine the process of deexcitation (and
thus to obtain the full information about the nucleus at high-spin) by measuring the energies of,
and angular correlations between, typically ~ 6 particles and — 40 photons, a formidable task
which can be only approached rather than actually realised even with the present day rapidly
developing techniques. This is why the future of this domain of research lies in the exploitation of
the 47T multidetector systems with high energy resolution (like Eurogam, Gammasphere) and the
systems to follow.
Ill - NUCLEAR SUPERDEFORMATION AT HIGH SPIN - A SHORT HISTORY
Just after the first discovery of a superdeformed band in a fast rotating, superdeformed nucleus
of 152 Dy, (Twin et al., 1986) there was almost an explosion of interest in superdeformed nuclei
in general. Until now this interest resulted in a discovery of about 20 superdeformed bands in
/4 — 150 nuclei. The discoveries related to the so-called Mercury region of A ~ 190 are comparably
successful.
What were the original reasons of that interest? In this section we would like to present a few of the
physical mechanisms which appeared "exotic and unusual". The following sections (cf. Sects. IV
and V) will offer some of the explanations invoked up to date. It should, however, be emphasised
that the proposed interpretation is far from complete and that the number of new, unexpected
features is growing faster than that of the satisfying explanations.
III. A Unusual Feeding of Superdeformed Bands
The first "unusual" property observed in relation to the superdeformed structures was the vanishing-side-feeding pattern. While moderately deformed nuclei (further on referred to as normal)
show a characteristic gradually increasing population intensity caused by a systematic side-feeding
when spin decreases (cf. Fig. 6), the superdeformed nuclei present instead a characteristic plateau,
slightly exaggerated in the figure. Such a striking difference was considered very intriguiging; its
possible origin and microscopic mechanisms underlying this phenomenon are discussed in Sect. V.A.
In addition, it has been observed, (cf. Herskind and Schieffer, 1989) that the overall population
intensity of the superdeformed configurations exceeds by orders of magnitude the expected intensity
based on an extrapolation of the known nuclear features to the high-spin limit.
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Fig. 6 A schematic representation of an "unusual" side feeding pattern in the superdeformed nuclei; the side-feeding remains
"small" over many transitions and the intensity stays approximately constant.

III. B Unusual Spin-vs.-Frequencv Dependence (Example: 153Dv nucleus)
As it was already mentioned in Sect. II, the nuclear rotation can sometimes be considered quasiclassical. .The corresponding energy vs. spin dependence resembles that of a classical rotor for
which
Ecla,,,cat(I) =

=

J"- !

-=

,

where / represents the angular momentum, / the classical moment of inertia and u> the frequency
of rotation. The manifestation of the nuclear quasi-classical pattern of the motion is characteristic
of the proportionality
confirmed in many experiments. This relation applies to many nuclei and is found to be satisfied in various nuclear configurations, including in particular the superdeformed ones. One finds
an immediate correlation between the quantal commutation relations of the angular momentum
operator
which imply that the eigenvalue spectrum of the operator

r-=îî+T;+F:

(UlA)

is given by /(/ + 1 ), and the fact that the total nuclear energy can be well approximated by E = aP
with a single proportionality constant a = h~ /2J\ it confirms that nuclear collective rotation may
often be considered as quasiclassical. Such an experimental "proof of the quasiclassical character
of nuclear rotation permits a useful generalisation of the notion of angular velocity, w, which,
strictly speaking, is not a well defined quantum observable. One may use the fact that
^ = w,

(III.5)

according to Eq. (III. 1). The above relation is sometimes applied to define the z-component of
angular frequency by

One often follows the scheme of reasoning which becomes a useful approximation at the high-spin
limit, namely: a. In the average-value relation
< P > = < / ; > + < ÎI > + < / : >

(III.7)

one neglects <Iy> as "small", a first approximation valid when spin "lies in the z;-plane", and:
b. One replaces <P> by /(/+1) and, at the same time, </?> by K2, where A" is the ^-component
of the total spin. The second approximation lies in the fact that the axial symmetry condition
necessary to have I~ijf = A"0 follows only if the nuclei represented by i/> posses a rotational symmetry
with respect to the --axis. This is in general not the case for the high spin rotation, yet the
corresponding expectation values of P. remain often small and to a good approximation neglegible,
as compared to /(/ + 1). This implies
I1(I) = v//(/ + l ) - A ' 2

(Ill.Sa)

an expression used also in its "WKB limit" (/(/ + ! ) - » ( / + i) 2 ):
I1(I) -

t+

-K--

(HI.8b)

In the above relation K should be understood either as an approximately good quantum number
(small spins) or as an expectation value of /- operator at high spins.
The peculiarity observed in experiments justifying the title of this section lies in a very simple
(unusually simple), nearly linear (I1 =s /) vs. u? relation, while the normal nuclear configurations
present "back-bending" and/or "up-bending" behaviour illustrated schematically in the left-hand
side of the Fig. 7. The present-day explanation of these originally unexpected features will be
discussed in Sect. V.B, together with (usually small, but systematic) deviations from that pattern
found in some neighbouring nuclei.
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A schematic representation of the angular momentum aligment in a typical
"normal-" and super-deformed nucleus of 152 Dy. This type of behaviour
is astonishing but not universal. In some other superdeformed nuclei one
finds "less linear" behaviour of / vs. u>, which can be explained in terms of
individual nucleonic aligments (cf. Sect. V).

III. C The Problem of ''Anomalous" Moments of Inertia
In the previous section, while discussing the unusual spin vs. u> relations, a number of elementary
relations used in the analyses of nuclear rotation has been introduced. Here we will continue the
elementary description by introducing the effective moments of inertia. Two types of moments are
usually discussed. The so-called kinematical (or first) moment is defined by (cf. Eq.(III.l)):
J(1)=//u;

(III.9)

and, by contrast, the so-called "dynamical" (or second) moment
(111.10)
Here and in the following we omit the subscript
not independent. One has

3

"

\dl\dl

du>
~dï

for simplicity. The two moments are obviously

-i
(III.ll)

and this relation shows that the dynamical moment does not represent any inertia in the traditional
sense since it may become negative. However, because of the presence of the second derivative in
its definition, J ( 2 ) varies often in a very sensitive way with u; thus reflecting the subtle structural
(or "dynamical", cf. the name of this quantity) rearrangements in the underlying nuclear structure.
While the word "inertia" may become misleading, in the case of J' 2) , the main importance of the
above quantity consists in its playing a role of a magnifying glass when looking at the microscopic

(intrinsic) nuclear rearrangements in function of rotational frequency. In addition, it may play a
role of an important reference. For instance, for the structureless rotation, which is characterised

by
dJ<1]

(111.12)

we have: J ( 2 ) = J (1) = const.. In particular, for a. rigid nuclear rotor we should obtain
(111.13)

— Jrigid

The above relation can in principle be applied when searching for possible manifestations of the nuclear superfluid-to-normal phase transition; if relation (III.13) is satisfied experimentally, one may
hope to have found a signal of a normal (i.e. non superfluid nuclear) phase. More precisely: as it is
well known, the empirical moments of inertia, J (1) , are systematically lower than the expected rigid
body values, and this phenomenon has been already long ago attributed to the superfluid (pairing)
correlations in nuclei; cf. an illustration for A ~ 170, mass range nuclei in Fig. 8a. According
to the theory proposed by Baideen, Cooper and Schrieffer, the superconductivity in the solids
may disappear due to an external influence, like for instance heating (increase in temperature) or
magnetisation (increase in the magnetic field B). By formally replacing B in the condensed matter
theory of superconductivity by u>, one obtains an adaptation of the same theoretical formulation
valid for nuclei. In other words: a transition from the superconducting-to-normal phase in solids
caused by increasing magnetic field B is described similarly as a change in nuclear "superfluidity"
caused by nuclear rotation treated within the so-called "cranking" formalism. Combining both of
these observations led Mottelson and Valatin to suggest that both types of physical objects, nuclei
and solids, may undergo formally the same type of a phase transition. On the other hand, it has
also traditionally bern argued that the finite nuclear systems will not produce any abrupt phase
change, (cf. also Sect. V).
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the lowest (2+ — O + ) transition energies for A = (152 —» 188) nuclei.
The experimental values lie half-way between the irrotational and the rigid
rotation limits. Deviations from the rigid body rotation are attributed to the
existence of the pairing correlations (cf. Sect. V.C) and, when the rotational
frequency increases, one should expect an increase of J( ' ' towards the rigid
body value (on the average). For further details see Sect. V.C.
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Most of the superdeformed nuclei studied until now have been found at very high spins. There
have been therefore some suggestions made (cf. Sect. V.C for more details) that the kinematical
moments of inertia, J'1', may approach very closely the rigid body limit. Such suggestions were
substantiated even stronger by the fact that the spin vs. u> dependence in superdeformed nuclei
is particularly simple, close to a linear one, and therefore the corresponding J (1) moments must
be approximately constant (of. Eq-(III.13)). In principle it should be possible to compare such a
constant with the estimated rigid body value, since the deformations determined from the average
life-times translated, in a slightly model-dependent way, into the quadrupole moments are already
known at least for a few nuclei. Unfortunately, the spins of the superdeformed states have, not
been precisely measured up to date. Using instead, what can be considered at present as the best
guess values, one arrives at a limic illustrated schematically in Fig. 8b. In nuclei like e.g. 151 Dy,
where the deviations from the linear dependence in /-vs.-w are small, there seems to be a tencency
for the J (1) experimental values to lie below the estimated (and therefore also not quite certain)
•frigid values. The uncertainties are rather large and a possible appearance of the nuclear rigid
body rotation in nature remains one of the interesting items on the high-spin physics agenda. This
problem will be discussed in more detail in Sect... V.C.
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found

-*• ~"

85% * J.

Fig. 8b A schematic representation. The
measurements leave open, for the time being,
the question of an existence of a rigid body
rotation also in super-deformed nuclei. The
85% fraction quoted remains uncertain (see
text).
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III.D Unusual Depopulation Pattern in Superdeformed Nuclei
It has been observed, already in the case of 152Dy nucleus, that the relative constancy of the superdeformed level-population intensity, Fig. 6, is strongly contrasting with an abrupt depopulation
pattern. The whole level-population intensity in a superdeformed band drops praticallv «o zero
within 2 transitions. The theoretical results based on the Woods-Saxon potential predict a disappearance of the potential barrier separating the superdeformed and the normal minima in this
nucleus at / ~ 24ft (i.e. close to the spins of the lowest observed "superdeformed" transition) and
then a reapearance again. However, the decrease of the barrier with decreassing spin is spread
out smoothly over several spin values and it remains unclear whether it could be considered as a
satisfactory explanation. Moreover, in some other nuclei, the barriers calculated by various authors
(Woods-Saxon potential calculations included) remain relatively well denned (non vanishing) also
for the spins corresponding to the rapid "escape" from the superdeformed minima.
This characteristic situation applies not only to the 152Dy nucleus, and there exist many similar
examples in literature. There have been a few explanations invoked to clarify this puzzle; they
involve e.g. pairing changes and/or conversion electron mechanisms.
III.E The Unusual Degeneracy Patterns in Superdeformed Nuclei
One of the most recent surprises in the series of superdeformation studies is related to the unusual
similarities between the superdeformed bands found in couples of neighbouring nuclei. To illustrate
this phenomenon let us consider a nucleus A, for instance an even-even one, and a neighboring
11

nucleus B. We assume for a moment that B differs from A by one nucléon only. The surprise
lies in the fact that in many nuclear pairs of the type (A and B) there have been found several
rotational bands, whose corresponding 7-transition energies differ "surprisingly little".
To introduce a scale (to explain how little is "little") let us consider a typical moment of inertia
which, as it is well known from the empirical systematics, varies with the mass number in the
following way
(111.14)
Increasing A by 1 leads to a modification, SJ
6J = J(A + I) - J(A) ~ !^3Tl2MeV-1 ,

(Ill.lSa)

O

what implies

T = sl

<~ 55*» A - H O ) .

(IIU5b)

Let us suppose that the spins of the corresponding states (i.e. those having pratically the same
transition energies) are IA and IB, in nuclei A and J3, respectively. The spins of the states whose
decay leads to E^ transitions such that E*(!A) - EUf(Ie) differ by SI = IB - IA- We may nov
express the frequency shift as
6w = UB(IB)

-UA(IA)

1
= Ty
JB JA

(in.16)

Setting IB = IA + &I and Jg = JA + UJ leads, within the first order approximation, to the result

1 3 5
Since 61 = - or - or - etc., at / ~ 30 we have 6IfI ~ 1/60 or 1/20 or 1/12 etc. and therefore the
expected 8u/w, cf. Eq-(III. 16), should remain larger or much larger than (1 to 2)% at / ~ (30 to
40)ft. A characteristic "surprising" result of similarities between the superdefonned bands in the
neighboring nuclei A and B has been found first by Byrski et al.. 1990; in terms of the absolute
differences between the frequencies, Eq. (III. 16), they found \6u>\ < 3keV over more than a dozen
transitions, most of them giving more like 1 keV (l°/oo in relative terms!). At the same time, the 6u
difference obtained for normal nuclear configurations usually not as small and (to our knowledge)
never over so many transitions. This behaviour, considered quite peculiar at present, is further
discussed in Sect. V.E; cf., however, a recent systematic by Baktash, 1991.
IV - THEORETICAL UNDERSTANDING OF NUCLEAR SUPERDEFORMATION
AND OTHER EXOTIC SHAPES: POTENTIAL ENERGIES OF NUCLEI
In order to understand better the superdeformation phenomena together with their "strange" and
"abnormal" manifestations, it will be instructive to turn to the origin of our theoretical information
about them: the total energy expression and its underlying features. For this reason we will
recapitulate briefly the main points related to the importance of the average nuclear field concept
and to the so-called macroscopic-microscopic method whose results will be used throughout as an
illustration. This method can be viewed as a realisation of the average field approximation, in
our case represented by the deformed Woods-Saxon potential. The method itself has been broadly
applied in the past and is being further developped at present.
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When discussing the theoretical results related to the applications of the average field methods,
one often contents oneself with a constatation that "they work very well" and/or that "they give
surprisingly precise results in terms of comparison with experiment". Here we will recall the
microscopic motivation and the main physical reasons for which the constatations like this remain
valid (cf. also an introduction in Sect. II).
Taking into account a complicated nature of the nucléon-nucléon interactions in the vacuum (the corresponding
hamiltonians contain not only central, but also tensor and spin-orbit interactions, and thus remain non-local and
non-central; in addition, they change their character (attractive or repulsive) in function of both the relative distance
and the quantum numbers characterising the nucleonic states) one may expect a priori no simplifications possible in
the general solution of the problem. Yet, as it has been shown, in terms of the Bethe-Goldstone formalism, the relative
nucleonic motion in a nuclear medium manifest an amazing simplicity: at the relative distances T > h ~ 0.8 Fm
the wave functions corresponding to the motion with all interactions neglected and those obtained by taking into
account the realistic interactions do not differ markedly. The main difference appears at the relative distances
r — The — 0-4 Fm, The representing the size of the nucleonic hard core, cf. illustration in Fig. 4. Knowing the nuclear
matter density, po = A/V ~ 0.17 nucleons/Fm3, one can easily estimate the implied effective volume per nucléon,
l/po = V/A. The resulting radius of an effective "spherical cavity" is R ~ 1.6Fm. By comparing the average
volume in which the interactions modify the nucleonic motion considerably, VINTEtlACTION — (4/3)7rfc 3 with the
average volume available to a nucléon, VAVAILABLE = (4/3)îr/Z 3 one obtains (cf. a schematic summary in Fig. 4)
that only in about 15% of the volume available to a nucléon, its motion in a nuclear medium differs from the free
motion (in other words: it resembles free motion in the remaining 85% of the volume).

The above result implies as a logical consequence the following approximation scheme: by constraining the nucléons to move in a corresponding "physically justified" range of space (i.e introducing a
deformed average field potential) and solving the related Schrodinger equation for non-interacting
particles, we are going to imitate up to a reasonable level of accuracy in some sense comparable
with the quoted number of 85%, the realistic situation in a nucleus. What remains to be done is to:
a. improve the description by introducing the so-called residual interactions (i.e. the interactions
responsible for the effects not taken into account within the average field approximations alone),
and: b. to determine the "physically justified" range of space where the nucléons move (i.e. to
determine the actual deformation of the nuclear field for each individual nucleus separately). This
second aspect will be very important in a description of the exotic nuclear shapes, and since one
of the most powerful approaches in this context is the so-called macroscopic- microscopic method
proposed by Strutinsky, we will begin by summarising briefly a contemporary realisation of such
an approach.
IV. A The Macroscopic-Microscopic Method
The starting point will be Strutinsky's assumption (cf. Strutinsky, 1969) that the total energy of
a nucleus can be decomposed as follows

E t o t a l ( Z , N ; d e f . ) = EmaCr0(Z,N;def.) + Emicro(Z,N;def.)

(IV.l)

where the two terms in the rigth-hand side represent the so-called macroscopic-(classical) and
the microscopic-(quantal, shell) energy terms, respectively, and where "def." represents all the
deformation degrees of freedom. Here we avoid any detailed description of the method which can
be found in literature (cf. e.g. Bolsterli et al.. 1972) concentrating rather on its characteristic
features.
IV. A.I The Macroscopic Term in the Total Energy Formula. In the macroscopic-microscopic approach the role of Emacro is to reproduce the nuclear binding energies and fission barriers using the
analogy between the behaviour of nuclei and "the macroscopic drops of saturated nuclear matter".
Such an analogy was observed long ago and its early mathematical expression is known in literature
as the Weizsàcker formula. The total binding energies which amount to several thousands of MeV
in heavy nuclei are reproduced by such a formula within, typically, less than a one percent error
while using a simple mathematical expression which depends on a few parameters only. This precision is obtained for several hundreds of nuclei simultaneously, a tremendous success of a concept
that an atomic nucleus can be viewed as a drop of a two-component nuclear matter with specific
13

classical (as opposed to quanta!) characteristics such as volume-, surface-, and the macroscopic
Coulomb- energies.
Despite a' success of the above simple concept it soon became clear that at least some important
physical properties are not represented adequatly by the early Weizsacker expression. In particular,
the surface energy term appeared unphysically large at some exotic nuclear shapes e.g. near the
scission or even near the fission points.
It is important to emphasize that the 1% error in the binding energy expression, although it may
look small, should be compared to "1% size effects". This is because the characteristic variations in
energy responsible for the shape coexistence, are expected to occur at the level of 2 MeV compared
to thousands of MeV of the total binding. It is therefore essential to improve the predictive power
of the total energy formulae also with respect to the EmacTo term.
In a search for a mechanism which would improve the description of the total energies in terms of
a macroscopic formula it has been observed that traditional liquid drop model with the sharp edge
surface (like e.g. that in Weizsacker expression) gives a very good account of the fission barriers in
actinides and fails markedly in the A ~ 100 nuclear mass region. In the latter nuclei the saddlepoint shapes are expected to have a pronounced "neck" i.e. a significant curvature of the nuclear
surface (in contrast to the Actinidae) and thus it became clear that the improved formalism must
address first of all this problem.
One obvious deficiency of the sharp edge liquid drop concept is that it contradicts the well known
property of nuclear forces - their finite range. This contradiction manifests itself in particular when
the nuclear surface acquires large curvature (a small local curvature radius). In such a case the
sharp edge drop-surface does not represent well a realistic distribution of nuclear matter.
In constructing the total energy expression which takes into account a finite range of nuclear forces (in this discussion:
with the Yukawa type parametrisation) there are two characteristic physical ingredients represented by two respective
parameters: the diffusseness range of the Yukawa term, a, and the effective surface-energy parameter, c,:
c,~a,{l-K,[(N-Z)/(N

+ Z)}2} .

(IV .2)

Constants a, and nt are some adjustable parameters; so is the parameter a. The generalisation of the liquiddrop model including the Yukawa folding gives a characteristic result for the surface energy term (in the light of
the preceding discussion a representation of precisely this term is essential for improving the energy expression at
configurations with large surface curvatures). One obtains

where AO is the equivalent sharp surface radius (.Ro = roA1/3), and the double integral extends over the nuclear
volume. The above expression gives in the limit a —» O the surface energy of the "traditional" liquid drop model.
Expression (IV.3) called also sometimes "single- Yukawa relation" has a similar structure as the classical Coulomb
energy expression for an extended distribution of charge which, up to some numerical constants takes also a form
of a double volume integral. There are two properties implied by Eq. (IV. 3) which have been criticised in the past.
First, it was not possible to find the folding parameter value (a) such that simultaneously the barrier heights of the
ion-ion interaction and the characteristic range of this interaction could be brought in a correspondence with the
experimental data. Secondly, Eq. (IV. 3) implies, for an idealised case of two semi-infinite slabs of nuclear matter, an
expression for the interaction energy per unit area, which reads

where x denotes the distance between the two parallel slabs. When the two slabs move towards each other, x decreases
and the energy decreases. However Eq. (IV. 4) does not produce a minimum at x = O, the condition expected for
nuclear saturated systems. These observations led Krappe and Nix, 1979, to a symmetrised parametrisation of the
interaction energy per unit area which, instead of Eq.(IV.4), reads
e,(x) = S(O 1 1 C n ,!) - e(aj,c, 3 ,.i:),
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(IV. 5)

with the slabs "1" and "2" characterised in general by their own diffusivity ranges and surface constants.
imposing the saturation condition in the form

By

and using the parameters ai and 0.1 which reproduce the empirical heavy-ton elastic-scattering potential properties
it has been found that m ~ 03 = a and that, as a result, the surface energy expression (IV. 2) gets modified. With
the symmetrisation ansatz of Eq. (IV. 5) one obtains
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(IV.fi)

Finally, the deformation-dependent macroscopic energy formula can be written in the form
Em<ZCro(Z, JV; de/.) = E,urface(Z, N; de/.) + ECoul.(Z, JV; de/.) ,

(IV.9)

where the electrostatic energy of the Coulomb type is composed of two terms :

and where a^en, a numerical constant, is taken to be 0.99/ >/2 (for details see M011er and Nix, 1981ab).

One of the consequences of replacing the standard liquid-drop model expression in Eq.(IV.l) by
Eqs.(IV.9,10) is that the deformations represented by higher multipole components, A, in the
expansion of the nuclear shape equation (e.g. A = 3,4, or 5)

i+
A=2

appear lower in energy. This is because of already discussed, restrictive character of the traditional
expression against the geometrical forms generating relatively high curvature on the nuclear surface.
In Eq.(IV.ll), Q = {a\n}, i.e. the whole set of all the deformation parameters and c(a) is a function
of deformation chosen in such a way that the volume of the deforming nucleus stays constant and
independent of the actual deformation:
Volume(a) = -irR\ ;
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R0 = r 0 A 1/3 .

IV.A.2 The Microscopic Term in the Total Energy Formula. The quanta! (microscopic) term in
Eq.(IV.l) is defined, after Strutinsky, by
Emicro(Z,N;def.)

= E^0(Z, N;def.) + E"micro(Z,N;def.)

where

Z(N)
E^ro(Z,N;def.)

Z(N)

= £ <""- < £ e?"' >3kell
n=l

n=l

and where the proton (neutron) single particle spectra are denoted by e£ and e£, respectively.
They satisfy the Schrodinger equation with the deformed one-body Woods-Saxon hamiltonian
H = i+Vws(-f;def.)

+ V$|(-r*;de/.) +

(1 + T3)VCout(^;def.) .

(IV.14a)

In the above equation
(IV.Hb)
r

;def.)/a]

and
K1Ei(T; def.) = -\(VVWS A J) • T

(IV.Hc) ,

where distsC^^def.) denotes the distance of a point "r* from the surface S given by Eq.(IV.ll),
and V0 , K, and a are adjustable constants.
The bracket symbol in Eq-(IV. 13) refers to the averaging over a typical shell size

"

where the shell-size 7 is still hidden in the auxiliary function j(e) presented below. This function has an interpretation
of the level density
?(e) oc ^
(JV.18)
i.e. the number of single-particle states per unit energy. By definition, it satisfies *.he relations
ZlN)

=/'•'"';„,
J-OO

The so-called proton and neutron Fermi energies A, and A1/, respectively, are present already in Eq.(IV.15); they
are to be found from Eq.(IV.17).
In fact, the usually applied form of this density, often referred to as a Strutinsky smoothing function, can be obtained
from the following argument. First we introduce the "natural" level density
>-«„)

(IV.18J

where Cn represents either eJJ or e£ and then apply the representation of the Dirac-£ function, 6(e — en), in terms
of the (infinite) series of the Hermité polynomials, Hm;
? ( « > = > . I r-/Ee~"n

2Li
m=0,2,4...

CmHm

("n'>\
J

with
un = ( e - e n ) / - y : c m = ( - l ) m / 3 — — - .
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(IV.20)

The parameter 7 represents the above mentioned " smoothing range". Its value corresponds to the characteristic
shell size and for 7 ~ 1.2 kuo, withftu>o= 41/Al/3 MeV, one finds a characteristically weak dependence of the final
result on 7. '(In fact, since 7 has no specific physical meaning in the Strutinsky's formulation, the final results should
not depend on any particular value of it.) In the following we introduce the splitting

in which

m=O, 2,.

with p ~ 6, typically. This choice of p ensures that the final results practically do not depend
on neither 7 nor on p. (The "derivation" of the Strutinsky formula based on the Hartree-Fock
approximation has been discussed in, for instance, in Brack and Quentin, 1981.
IV. A. 3 Macroscopic and Microscopic Energy Terms in the Case of Rotation. One of the most powerful, yet mathematically the simplest a way of accounting for the nuclear collective rotation
is known under the name of a "cranking approximation". The starting point in this approximation is an observation that the characteristic frequencies *> of nuclear collective rotation are
smaller than, or comparable to the typical one-particle frequencies of the particle's oscillatory
motion in a nucleus. Given the fact that the rotational energy, few, corresponds to a collective
motion of the whole nucleus, it must be composed of many (and thus generally small!) contributions coming from the individual nucléons. This argumentation may now be inverted by saying:
an external rotation of a nucleus as whole will impose in general only small modifications (except
perhaps for a few nucleonic orbitals) in the individual nucleonic motion. This observation has the
following mathematical consequences.
Given a rotating nucleus, represented in an approximate manner by, for instance, an average field hainiltoni^n which
in the laboratory coordinate frame has the form:
H -H(s,y,z;i)

(IV. 23)

where ail variables which do not correspond to neither space nor time are not explicitely mentioned, for simplicity.
Let us suppose, that the collective rotation takes place around the Ox-axis, the related frequency being a/. The
quantum mechanical operator corresponding to a. rotation through angle a = wt is in this case
Rx(a) = exp(-oxa) = expf-t^u/t) .

(IV.24)

This operator can be applied in order to transform the laboratory hamiltonian H into a rotating, body fixed frame
of reference where it will have the form:
H1 = R - ^ ( U t ) H ( X , y, 3; I)S1(U,*) .

(IV.25)

Since, as observed before, the nuclear rotation will modify the nucleonic orbital energies only very little, on the
average, one should expect that up to a. very good approximation H1 d^.es not depend on time for a rotating nucleus
if it did not depend on time in the laboratory frame before the rotation has began. Considering first the timedependent Schrôdinger equation in the laboratory frame
dii>
~
i*-£=H(x,y,z;t)1>

ot

(IV.26)

and transforming it into the body fixed coordinate frame by applying transformation of Eq. (IV. 25) will lead to the
separation of the time-variable
(IV.27)
since the operator at the right-hand side does not depend on time, and thus

*' - < = «*••:"»„;;
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(iv.28)

where ^n does not depend on time either. An easy derivation proves that

(H -u,jz)^ = e - ¥

(IV.29)

so that from the mathematical point of view, the originally complicated, time dependent equation of motion,
Ek).(IV.26), has been simplified considerably. One must emphasize, however, that the time-independent eigenvalue
problem in Eq.(IV.29) has a number of important "peculiarities". First, since Jx changes sign under the timereversal, T,
(IV.30)
we find immediately, that
TH"T~l Î H" ,

where

H" = H - ujx,

(IV.31)

and consequently the solutions and their time-reversed images
(IV.32)
must not, in general, be degenerate,
(IV.33)
Second, the eigenvalues of the H" operator are not the laboratory energies and thus cannot be directly compared
with experiment. For that reason they are also called a different name, the Routhians, in relation with the Routh
equations known front classical mechanics. The corresponding physical interpretation is that of the "energy in the
rotating coordinate frame". However, up to a good approximation, the experimental information can easily be
represented in the rotating coordinate frame as well and thus the latter difficulty is only apparent.

(a) NO ROTATION

Fig. 9

(b) FASTROTATION

Two classical images of a nucleonic motion viewed from the laboratory coordinate frame. À nucléon "strongly attached" to a rotating nucleus will
undergo the same simple circular motion - but only with respect to the rotating coordinate frame. The same trajectory viewed from the laboratory
frame of references will be in general a complicated function of time (part
(b) of the figure). Its quantal image is described by Eq.(IV.26). A transformation to the rotating coordinate frame, Eq.(IV.25), reduces the problem
(as a good approximation) to a simplified, time-independent Bq.(IV.29).
The corresponding quantal solutions have an harmonic time dependence,
Eq.(IV.28); its classical analogy corresponds to a circular trajectory as in
part (a) of the figure.
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Having now adapted the average field Schrôdinger equation (corresponding to the Hamiltonian
(IV. 14)) to the case of rotation, Eq.(IV.29), we are in a position to generalize the macroscopicmicroscopic method correspondingly:
Etotal(Z,N;def.)

~ E?otal(Z,N;def.)

= E^acro(Z,N;def.)

+ E^0(Z, N; def.) .

(IV.34)

We will shortly discuss both terms separately starting with
E^acro(Z,N-def.)

= E^ro(Z,N;def.)

+ Jmacr0(Z,N;def.)u2

,

(IV.35)

where the first term in the right-hand side is obtained as previously, while the classical moment
of inertia, Jmacro, 's easy to calculate knowing the nuclear density and deformation. It is often
convenient to use a canonical relation between the energies in the laboratory and in the body-fixed
coordinate frames known from classical mechanics. The corresponding Routhian, fi^acro, and the
energy, E%acro, satisfy
R^acro(Z.N;def.)

= E^cro(Z,N;def.)

-*/(«)

= E^l0(Z, N;def.) - \Jmacra(Z,N;def.)S-

,

(IV 36)

since in classical (macroscopic) terms
r(u) = Jmacro(Z,N;def.)«.

(IV.37)

The Strutinsky's ansatz can now be straightforwardly generalized to take the form of the original macroscopicmicroscopic energy formula in Eq.(IV.l):
R?otal(Z, N; def) = R^acro(Z, N; dcf.) + R^ICTO(Z, N; def.)

(IV.38)

where, again in full analogy with Eqs. (IV. 12-13) we have
R"mlcro(Z, N; def.) = R^CTO(Z, N; def.) + R^cro(Z, N; def.)
and

Z(N]

IZ(N]

\

«™ (Z. N; def.) = £ #'"" - ( ^ C* "' J
n=l

(IV.39)

\ n=l

/

•

dV.40)

shtit

The bracket symbol above has the same meaning as before, except that the summations in the equations analogous
to those in Eqs. (I V. 19-22) must take into account the fact that
e-""" Ji «ï"""

(IV.41)

i.e. there is no Kramers degeneracy for ui JE O (cf. Eq. (IV. 29) and related comments). We will now simplify the
notation by omitting the obvious indices and variables. For instance, we will consider the R^,','^ (Z, N ; d t f . ) for
each kind of particles separately writing

Following this simplified notation scheme we may rewrite Eq. (IV. 40) in the following way

>>Hi1

-)
/
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Now it can be shown numerically (the physical arguments exist as well) that for the deformed Woods-Saxon potential
one has:
(IV.42)
where the approximation holds within a (small) few percent error. We note that
\ "" ,ui=0
, \ ""
/ ^ fn
~ < Z^a

n

(IV.43)

U=O - » . . . — p"=°
>»'>«" — -"micro

n

and, after substituting relations (IV.39,42-43) into Eq.(IV.38) we obtain

Votait N; dcf.) = EZrJr0(Z, N; de/.) H- E^=°ro(Z, N; de/.)
w=0j»\

W=O 1 I/ \

(IV.44)

In order to transform this expression into the laboratory coordinate frame (canonical transformation from the
Routhian to the Hamiltonian form) we have to calculate simply
= R?otal(

(IV.45)

f(u) = V^ < <f%''* \jx\<fn'* >
n

(IV.46)

E?otal(Z,N;def.)
Finally, let us recall, that

and that, within the cranking approximation
(IV.47)

The effect of the averaging procedure described above and the characteristic behaviour of the
difference-expression in Eq.(IV.13) are schematically illustrated in Fig. 10. The low-density areas in the single-particle energy-vs.-deformation space will in general correspond to the negative
contributions from the £*£.„ thus possibly creating a local minimum in the total energy surface.
Since the bunching of single-particle energies may appear in many areas of the deformation space
there may be also many local minima competing with each other.
EOUMKU,

e.

Fig. 10

A schematic representation of the quintal energy term on the density of
single particle states. Low level densities (gaps in the single-particle level
spectra) correspond to the negative ECIUANTAL = ^m"cro> cf- Eq-(IV. 13).
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The so-called realistic calculations proceed in a few steps. Usually, a deformation space corresponding to variables {CCA/*} in Eq-(IV.11) is defined first. In the results presented further on A = 2,
U = O, ±2, and A = 4, /j. = O, ±2, ±4 are used. The quadrupole deformation space corresponding
to A = 2 is usually represented in terms of polar coordinates (/3,7) whose geometrical meaning is
illustrated in Fig. 11.

4=

SHAPE
PARAMETRIZATÎON J

Fig. 11

The shape parametrisation used in the potential energy calculations. The
symbols SD and HD correspond to "superdeformed" and "hyperdeformed"
nuclear shapes. (For the prediction of hyperdeformed nuclei at high spins
see Dudelc et al., 1988).

A realistic example illustrating the possible shape competition is shown in Fig. 12. The upper
diagram shows the macroscopic energy term in the Strutinsky formula (cf. Eq.(IV.9)) which, as
expected from the classical considerations, produces only a smooth dependence on deformation.
In contrast, the quanta! terms represented in the middle part of the figure, are characteristic of
numerous fluctuations reflecting the bunching in the single-particle level spectra when deformation
varies exploring the whole quadrupole (/3,7) plane. The total energy represented in the bottom part
of the figure (sum of the two other terms) gives the physically relevant potential energy surface
with the local minima which are separated by potential barriers. The existence of the barriers
helps to distinguish between various minima as corresponding to distinct configurations, having
their own life-times, characteristic electric and magnetic moments etc.
It will be important to observe the following. First, the variation in the Emicro term seldomly
goes beyond ±4 MeV. When comparing this to the total binding energy, the latter exceeding by
orders of magnitude the size of the Emicro "fluctuations", one must conclude that the nuclear
shape-coexistence phenomena are determined by a few particles only, mainly those with energies
close to the Fermi energies (cf. Fig. 10 and related discussion in text). Theoretical results on the
total energy surfaces show many examples confirming such a mechanism. Secondly, far not every
minimum in the Emicro term may give rise to a well pronouced minimum on the total potential
energy surface. In fact the best pronounced ones stay close to the 7 ~ 0° line in most of the nuclei
in which the shape coexistence related to super- and hyper-deformed configuration is found by
theory. This is not an accident as it will be discussed in relation to the results in Figs. 13-14.
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Macroscopic Energy

Shell Energy

S

OO

Z

Potential Energy

0/008(7+30°)

Fig. 12

A typical example of the potential energy calculations using Strutinsky
method. The top part (Macroscopic Energy) illustrates the effect of .EVnacro
(cf. Eq.(IV.9)j and Eqs.(IV.8,10). The shell energy represented in the
middle illustrates Eq.(IV.39) after making use of the canonical relation,
Eq-(IV 46), which allow to eliminate u> and to replace it by spin /. The
total energy cf. Eq.(IV.34), is illustrated in the bottom part of the figure.
(The contour separation is 1 MeV; the local minima are marked with black
spots). From Werner and Dudek, 1991.
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In order to demonstrate that there exist a characteristic pattern of deformed shell closures in the
single particle spectra (so to say, that they do not appear "at random" here and there) we present
these spectra in the form of energy vs. deformation diagrams. Figs. 13-14 show the neutron and
proton diagrams. The sequence of deformations has been selected there in the following manner: to
each quadrupole /J2 deformation given in the z-axis, there is also a hexadecapole component (/3t),
not displayed, which is in general different from zero. The corresponding sequence of geometrical
forms is also given in the figure. The related path in the (/?2,/?4) space minimises the energy, on the
average, in several nuclei from the A ~ 150 mass range. In this way we arrive at a representation
of the strongest quanta! effects. The strongest shell closures give the largest level bunching. The
latter in turn, gives the largest (negative) Em,Cr0 and thus often the best pronounced local minima
on the total energy surfaces.
The above characteristic behaviour of the single-particle shell-closure scheme determines the "physical deformation" range i.e. the ensemble of (/32,^) deformations realised most often by nuclei.
The spectra of Figs. 13-14 deserve attention for at least one additional aspect. There exist groups
of level multiplets in the discussed diagrams characteristic for a nearly constant energy spreading
within each multiplet. To stress this feature the corresponding areas of the diagrams have been
shaded emphasizing the presence of distinct multiplet structures.
We will now turn to the microscopic (quanta!) properties of the multiplets. The levels appearing in
each of the multiplets have been characterised by two types of the asymptotic quantum numbers:
the spherical labelling, Table IV.l, and the asymptotic (Nilsson) labelling, Table IV.2. The results given in Table IV.2 indicate a clear-cut correspondence between the n.-asymptotic quantum
number and a given quasi-degenerate multiplet. It turns r>ut that the multiplets of the highest
abundance are those with the smallest n.. This particular feature remains in close correspondence
to the existence of "strange degeneracies" introduced in Sect. III. We will return to this subject in
Sect.V.E.
It is instructive to compare the spectra of Figs. 13-14 with a slightly artificial spectrum of the socalled pseudo-oscillator, cf. Fig. 15. A spectrum of the pseudo-oscillator is obtained from the usual
oscillator spectrum by artificially shifting the intruder orbitals (highest-j orbitals in each given
AT-shell). Such a shift imitates the function of the spin-orbit interaction in nuclei: an example is
given in Fig. 15. One observes immediately, that the characteristic chains of the superdeformed
structures (N or Z) ~ 70 ->• 88, (N or Z) ~ 58 ->• 66 or (N or Z) ~ 42 — 48 resemble very closely
the structures already present in the figures with the realistic results. The multiplets appearing in
the spectra are also visible from the figure; this structure together with the related degeneracies
is said to manifest a (pseudo) SU3 symmetry. The word "pseudo" refers to the fact that intruder
levels are treated separately (shifted, in our case, so that the spectrum considered is not exactly
that of the oscillator) - while the harmonic oscillator itself, as it is well known, satisfies the SU^
symmetry. (For further details and references to the earlier works cf. Draayer 1991).
Indeed, the presence of degeneracies in the realistic spectra, resembling so closely those in the
pseudo-oscillator spectrum suggests strongly the existence of a ("hidden") approximate symmetry
of the Hamiltonian. Degeneracies do signify a symmetry! In the case of a deformed Woods-Saxon
Hamiltonian it may be considered hidden since the form of the potential does not demonstrate
it explicitely. These degeneracies are only approximate, since only in the exact symmetry limit
would one have the multiplet spreadings tending to zero. This property manifested in both the
many-body and a realistic average-field approach is known in literature as a pseudo-St^ symmetry,
(Arima, 1969, Ratna-Raiu et al.. 1973).
The systematic appearance and disappearance of the deformed shell closures when the number
of particles varies has an important physical consequence on a general abundance scheme of the
super- and hyper-deformed configurations. The nuclei expected to produce stable shape-coexisting
minima of pronounced elongation should have a (Z,N) combination corresponding to the most
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QUADRUPOLE DEFORMATION
Fig. 13

Realistic single particle spectrum of the neutrons in function of the quadrupole deformation calculated using the Woods-Saxon potential. This figure
can be also viewed as an illustration of the "nuclear periodic table of exotic
elongation (i.e. superdeformation or hyperdeformation)". The presence of
characteristic multiplets (cf. Tables IV. 1-2) separated by the chains of gaps
deserves noticing. These multiplets are labeled by the [JVjd.nerncy symbol,
where N denotes the quantum number of the main shell which give the
origin of the multiplet. The two chains of the superdeformed neutron configurations visible from the figure are JV = 58 —• 66 and Af = 72 — 88. The
hyperdeformed chains are N = 58 — 64; N = 70 — 78 and JV = 96 — 110.
The lower-lying neutron chains are not shown in the figure but they are similar to those shown in Fig. 14 for the protons. (From Dudek et al.. 1988).
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QUADRUPOLE DEFORMATION
Fig. 14

Realistic single-particle spectrum for the protons in function of the quadrupole deformation (cf. also caption to Fig. 13). Observe similarities between
the proton and the neutron chains of shells (gaps); compare for instance
the superdeformation chains for the protons with Z = 58 -» 66 with the
corresponding chain N = 58 —> 66, or the hyperdeformed chains Z = 58 -*
64 and Z = 70 — 78 (the latter only partly visible in the figure) with the
corresponding neutron chains from Fig. 13. In addition one can observe
the lower lying chains Z = 42 —• 46 for the superdeformed nuclei and the
hyperdeformed chains with Z ~ 42 — 60). For comments concerning the
multiplet structure see Tables IV.1-2. (From Dudek et al.. 1988).
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TABLE IV.l
ASYMPTOTIC ( l , j ) - content of MULTIPLETS
MULTIPLET

STRUCTURE

[N = 3],

fs/2,1/2

[N = 3]4

fs/2,3/2) P3/2,l/2

[N = S]6

fs/2,5/2) P3/2.3/2)

[N = 4],

87/2,1/2

[N = 4]4

87/2,3/2)

[N = 4]a

§7/2,5/2) ds/2,3/2)

[N = 4],

87/2,7/2) d 5 /2,5/2) d 3 / 2 i 3 /2) Sj/2,1/2

[N = S]2

^9/2,1/2

[N = 5)4

h9'/2,3/2) ^7/2,1/2

[N = S]6

^9/2,5/2) ^7/2,3/2) ^5/2, 1/2

[N = S]8

n

[N = S]10

Pl/2,1/2

^5/3,1/2
^3/2,1/2

9/2,7/2i ^7/2,5/2) ^5/2,3/2» P3/2,l/2

1*9/2,9/2) ^7/2,7/2) fs/2,5/2) P3/2,3/2>

Pl/2,1/2

TABLE IV.2
NODAL" STRUCTURE OF MULTIPLETS [JV = 5]
MULTIPLET
[N = S]3

STRUCTURE [JVn-A]O*
^9/2,1/2

[541]l/2-

[N = S]4
(N = S]6

n

9/2,3/2

[530)1/2

Q

f7/2,3/2

fs/2,1/2

[521)3/2-

[521)1/2-

9/2,S/2

[523)5/2-

[N = S]8
[N = S]10

^7/2,1/2

[532)3/2-

^9/2,7/2

/7/2,5/2

/5/2,3/2

[514)7/2-

[512)5/2-

[512)3/2-

^9/2,9/2

^7/2,7/2

[505)9/2-

[503)7/2-

^5/2,5/2

[503)5/2-

?3/2,i/2
[510)1/2P3/2.3/2

[501)3/2-

Pl/2,1/2

[501)1/2-

*) We refer here to the fact that the multiplets have a common value of the n,-quantum
number and thui the corresponding wave functions have the same number of nodes in terms of
the ^-variables.
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x ressions V.24-28 to ether im lies, that the inte ration in the uasiclassical barrier

important openings in the single particle spectra of Figs. 13-14. For instance, combining Z ~ 64,66
(Gd, Dy isotopes) with N ~ 82 — 86 suggests that these will be the most important superdeformed
configurations in nuclei of the A -» 150 mass region. Generalisation of this reasoning for any other
nuclear mass range using Figs. 13-14 is straightforward.
PSEUDO-OSCILLATOR tc INTRUDERS

O^ 0-v O* Cp Q-* O^ O^ O^ O^ O^

OSCILLATOR DELTA-DEFORMATION
Fig. 15

An illustration of the so-called pseudo-oscillator (or pseudo-SUa symmetry
on the single-particle (one body) level). The oscillator ^-deformation is directly related to the ratio of the harmonic oscillator frequencies (cf. Bohr
and Mottelson, 1969) and represents the nuclear elongation. The intruder
levels (dotted lines) have been arbitrarily shifted in order to imitate their
correct positions as given by the spin-orbit interaction. The quantum numbers denumerating the levels are (ff,n^). (From Dudek et al.. 1987).

In fact, 5 groups of the super-elongated nuclei have already been found experimentally; they are
the nuclei in the Ce-Nd region, A ~ 130, (fa ~ 0.4); in the rare earth Dy-Gd region, A ~ 150,
(fa ~ 0.6); in the Os-Pt nuclei, (fa ~ 0.4); in the Hg-Pb region, A ~ 190, (fa ~ 0.4), and in the Th
nuclei, A ~ 230, (fa ~ 0.9) (hyperdeformed nuclei). A schematic representation of this scheme is
given in Fig. 16. This experimental success demonstrates the relevance of the (approximate) pseudo
SUa degeneracy pattern and suggests to the theorists the importance of the pseudo-Sf/a symmetric
approximation schemes in the development of realistic nuclear algorithms.
IV.B Superdeformed States in the Near-Yrast Region
The total energy calculations discussed until now can be easily extended to the excited (non yrast)
states in rotating nuclei. For this purpose it will be sufficient to use the total energy expression in
Eq.(IV.44), where the terms of the form
— e U=O TT )
1

and/or

E

(IV.48)

m6con/.(i/)

now do not need to specify the lowest energy configuration (this would have been a necessary
condition for obtaining the yrast states). Not entering into details, which can be found e.g. in
(Bengtsson and Ragnarsson, 1985), we limit ourselves to some general properties of Eq.(IV.48) in
terms of the multi-particle multi-hole configurations represented by the symbols "con/.(ir)" and/or
"con/.(f)" for protons and neutrons, respectively. The above expression represents of course only
a specific limited class of possible excitations, without taking into account any couplings of, for
instance, rotation-vibration type, etc.
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In fact the application of this expression in a multi-particle multi-hole regime gives
very encouraging results. They are shown in Figs. 17-19 corresponding to the 150Gd nucleus. A
comparison with the experimental data on the J( -} moments for the excited bands can be considered
very good'given the fact that no parameters have been adjusted to the experimental results.
SUPER-ELONGATION SCHEME

Normal

Superdeformed

Superdeforme 1

Hyperdeformed
I "Thorium type"

TIg-Pb type'
'Os-Pt type'
I 'Er-Hf type'

|

'Dy-Gd type'Ce-Nd type-

i

Large elongation
evolves as yrast
• f

0.2

liultibarrier
structure

Typical shape
coexistence
0.6

0.4

0.8

Fig. 16 A characteristic super-elongation scheme as predicted by the general abundance pattern of the super-deformed shell closures of Figs. 13-14. The "moderately" superdeformed nuclei from the Ce-Nd range as well as from the
Os-Pt range (03 — 0.35 —> 0.40) have already been observed in experiment.
Similarly, the rare earth superdeformed nuclei (fa ~ 0.55 —• 0.65) of the GdDy range and the Hg-Pt nuclei (/3j ~ 0.45 — 0.55) have also been seen at
high spins. The Th-range nuclei are known for the existence of the so-called
"third minima" which, in our language correspond to the hyperdeformation at low spins. The Er-Hf type hyperdeformed nuclear configurations as
predicted by Dudek et al., 1988, were not observed so far.

Jw Moments of Inertia

100

(5)
(9)

15O1
64VXtISe
0.00

Fig. 17

040

Exp: .(i)o(B)
OSO

0.80

0.70

0.80

The experimental and theoretical momenta of inertia, / f 2 ) , obtained by calculating the potential energy surfaces in the three-dimensional ((/J, 7) - M
space of the quadrupole and hexadecapole deformations, minimising the
energies and finally obtaining -712) = dljda. The insert gives the legend
for the parity of the banda and the signature exponent, a. (The signature
quantum number, r = ±i = e' Ta/î , for a single particle orbital (standard
convention)). (From Werner and Dudek, unpublished).
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V - POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS OF "STRANGE FORMS OF BEHAVIOUR"
OF SUPERDEFORMED NUCLEI - FURTHER DISCUSSION
In this chapter we will present some explanations related to the "unusual" forms of behaviour
already introduced in Sect. III. Each of the sections from that section (III.A to III.E) will find a
correspondence here, denumerated Sect. V. (A to E), respectively. The following discussion will
illustrate further the main results and concepts presented in Sect. IV.
V.A Unusual Feeding of Superdeformed Bands
There have been two problems introduced with regard to the feeding and side-feeding patterns
(cf. Sect. III.A):
1. Why there is a saturation in the superdeformed band transition intensity? - and:
2. Why were the superdefonned bands populated at all (!), since the extrapolation of the "usual"
feeding pattern predicts the feeding intensity at / ~ 60 fe on the level of ~ 10~5 in terms of the
ground state (2+ — O + ) transition feeding, while the observed values correspond to ICT2 level?
Some suggestions can be extracted from the results presented in Figs. 18-20. Let us consider first
a typical nucleus characteristic of the presence of superdeformation.

Rotational Bands in 1IfDy86
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Fig. 18
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80

Energy va. spin representation of multi-band calculations using the methods
of Sect. IV (in particular of Eq.(IV.48). Hundreds of thousands of total
energy surfaces have been calculated, minimised over [(/3,t) -/^4] degrees of
fredom and the resulting energies put into the spir-sequences (bands). The
comparison of the Jl2 ' moment of inertia with experiment for the yrast states
(the only SD band known in this nucleus) suggests that also other aspects
of this calculation may be considered reliable. It is cleat from the figure
that the density of the normal-deformed states grows with the excitation
energy quicker than the corresponding density of the superdeformed states.
For traditional representation of the densities of levels cf. Fig. 20. (From
Werner and Dudek, 199Ic).

In a nucleus which may produce a superdeformation one is expecting at least two local minima on
the total energy surface (since the ground-state configurations are usually not superdeformed). For
nuclei from the rare earth region, A ~ 150, one finds superdeformation at fa ~ 0.6 and the normal
deformations corresponding to 1/3^ I <0-3. Since the two types of configurations have pronounced
differences in their mass distributions, their effective moments of inertia differ considerably, on
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the average, and one may expect at least two distinct families of the bands (or more generally,
transition sequences, see below).

Rotational Bands in 1S
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Similar to Fig. 18 but for 149Gd nucleus. Note that the test of the detailed
behaviour of the calculated E-vs.-I relation was possible in this case for three
superdeformed bands which have been measured. The J < 2 ) moments for all
the thiee bands correspond well with experiment although (similarly as in
the results in Fig. 18) no parameters were fitted to the experimental data.
(From Werner and Dudek, 199Ic).

The results of the calculations based on techniques of Sect. IV (cf. in particular Sect. IV.B) are
presented in Figs. 18 and 19, for 152Dy and 149Gd nuclei, as an illustration. Indeed, two families of
rotational bands are produced. The collective rotational bands, however, are accompanied by the
irregular sequences of states marked with the special symbols in the figures. Those give rise, to
the high-spin long-lived states (isomers, or yrast traps); they have been confirmed by experiment.
It is important to observe, that each of the lowest collective as well as non-collective configurations
gives origin to numerous excited states obtained from the lowest ones by promoting particle-hole
excitations. There are several features which deserve noticing, cf. Figs. 18,19.
Firstly, there is a characteristic difference between the bands generated by the normal and superdeformed minima. The normally deformed nuclei posses smaller moments of inertia and thus their
E-vs.-I behaviour gives steeper curves.
Secondly, the superdeformed bands are grouped characteristically: there is an yrast-superdeformed
band separated from all other (excited) superdeformed bands by a markedly pronounced gap (of
typically 1 MeV). In this respect not only the 1 IgDy 8 O nucleus can be viewed as an analag of the
doubly magic 2g|Pbi26 nucleus (except that the spherical shell closures in the latter should be
replaced by the superdeformed shell closures in the former (cf. also Figs. 13-14)). Also other
nuclei, in particular 149Gd illustrated there behave like deformed-shell-closure nuclei.
Thirdly, the yrast-superdeformed and the yrast-normal bands cross at /cr — 56, the spin value
which corresponds well with the experimental indication. This characteristic Icr value remains
common for several other nuclei in the vicinity of A ~ 150.
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Finally, the level densities of the two types of configurations (normal and superdeformed) remain at
the very characteristic disproportions. According to convention of these two figures, all calculated
bands which are 3 MeV (or less) distant from the respective yrast lines are plotted. (Evidently, the
high-density of normal levels does not allow to represent them all in the field of the figure). The
form of the illustration used in Figs. 18-19 does not allow to represent precisely the level densities;
it was selected on purpose for "pedagogical reasons". A more traditional way of representing the
nuclear level densities has been selected in Fig. 20. The latter shows in a different form the effect
of the superdeformed shell closure at AT = 86 and at high spins: as one can see from the figure, the
neighbouring 150DyS* (a "two neutron-hole" nucleus with respect to 152Dy8O ) and 154Dya8 (a "two
neutron-particle" nucleus with respect to 152Dy^e ) present the level densities which are a factor of
5-to-10 higher than the densities in 152Dy.
Level Densities

1

Pig. 20

2 3 4
U [MeV]

Level Densities

5

6

1

2 3 4
U [MeV]

5

6

Rotational level densities in the three neighbouring nuclei: 1IgDy84,
and 1IJDy88 in. (unction of the excitation energy U defined with respect
to the lowest normal (left-hand side) and the lowest superdeformed (righthand side) states at / = 66. Note that for the normal deformations no
special shell-closure effects can be attributes to N = 84, 86 and 88 neutron
numbers. In contrast, the N = 86 superdeformed gap is the strongest and
causes significant differences in the level densities which are higher (gaps are
lower) in N = 84 and 88 nuclei. These results should be compared with the
gap sequences in Figs. 13-14. (From Werner and Dudek, 199Ic).

The consequences of the above structural features for the feeding properties of the superdeformed
bands are better visible from the phase diagram representation in Figs. 21-22 for 152Dy and 149Gd
nuclei. At spins exceeding Ier ~ 56 ft, the population of the normal states corresponding to the
phase-points below full lines is defavorised as compared to the superdeformed states, firstly, because
in a significant portion of this area no normal states can exist at all (these are the points below the
dashed lines) and, secondly, because even where the normal states can exist, the superdeformed
configuration have a higher density (the phase points in between the two curves correspond to
the higher density of the superdeformed states). The results presented in Figs. 21-22 explain why,
for / > Icr ~ 56ft the superdeformation can be populated and why the corresponding transition
intensity increases (cf. scheniatic representation in Fig. 6). At spins I<Icr the arguments can
be inverted, the normal state density dominates considerably and this explains why in the sidefeeding competition there remains only a slight possibility for the superdeformed states to receive
transitions from somewhere else than from the superdeformed configurations that lie at the higher
spin values. This lack of side feeding is responsible for the plateau visible in the schematic Fig. 6.
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Fig. 21 A phase diagram where two characteristic lines
are shown in function of spin: the full line corresponding
to the excitation energy above the auperdeformed yrast
at which the densities of the normal and superdeformed
states are equal. Dashed line represents the elevation
of the normal-deformed yrast over the super-deformed
yrast. The area under the dashed curve corresponds to
the phase-space where only the superdeformed nuclei can
be populated. The area between the dashed and solid
lines represents the states for which both normal and superdeformed states can coexist, but the SD states have
higher density.

Fig. 22 A phase diagram similar to that in Fig. 21, but
for the 149Gd nucleus. Comparison between the results
presented here and those in Fig. 21 indicates that "Gd
should be "easier" to produce since the normal-deformed
yrast states lie markedly higher above the superdeformed
yrast (as compared to analogous quantities in 152Dy).
(From Werner and Dudek, 199Ib).

V.B Unusual Spin-vs.-Frequency Dependence
In our "historical introduction" of Sect. IH.B we have stressed the fact of existence of unusually
simple, nearly linear /-vs.-w relations, contrasting with the complex relations typical for the normal
nuclear configurations. It will be instructive to analyse first the characteristic behaviour of the
single-particle Routhian spectra which underly the 7-vs.-w dependence via the canonical relation

Such an illustration is given in Fig. 23; one can see from the figure that the majority of levels
behave very regularly in function of rotational frequency - and so does the resulting /. (In the
illustration a superdeformation of $> ~ 0.55 and /J4 ~ 0.09 has been selected in accordance with
the potential energy minimisation results for typical A ~ 150 nuclei).
These qualitative remarks indicate that the rotational bands that demonstrating a "simplicity" in
J-vs.-w relation are indeed justified in superdeformed nuclei as a result of the very regular e£-vs.-u»
behaviour.
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TYPICAL OMEGA-DEPENDENCE
3/21/2+
5/27/2+
7/2+
3/21/25/2+
9/21/2+
5/2+
»/2+
a/21/25/2+
7/23/2+
3/2+
9/2+
1/2+
S/21/31/27/2+
5/2-

84^--^^

85 * * ' • • .

3/a-

3/2+
1/2+
3/21/25/2+
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1/23/23/2+
5/3-

_.

/S2=0.550

7=0

04=0.090

ROTATIONAL FREQUENCY (MeV)
Fig. 23

A typical dependence of the single particle levels e." on rotational frequency,
as calculated using Eq.(IV.29) with the deformed Woods-Saxon potential of
Eq.(IV.14). Note that except for a few ("intruder") Routhians the majority
of levels behave very regularly in function of rotational frequency. Since
spin / ~ T^ ( — -j£- I and since e£ behave so regularly, the resulting I-vs.-a
behaviour turns out to be also a regular one - more regular than that in
normal nuclei.

V.C The Problem of Pairing. "Anomalous" Moments rf Inertia and Superdeformation Stability
against Fission
The problem of the rigid vs. non-rigid nuclear rotation in nuclei in general and in superdeformed
nuclei in particular is of importance, yet a difficult one. Let us discuss some related microscopic
aspects before entering into theoretical illustrations.
As it is well known, the pairing correlations in nuclei constitute a dominating factor in most of the
low energy phenomena. Characteristic features of the pairing interaction can be deduced from the
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simplest (monopole pairing) form of the corresponding Hamiltonian:
+aJop'a.,'

(V.I)

indicating, that the pairs of time-reversed orbitals
1 1/ >= a+, !vacuum > and |i/' >= T\V >

(V.2a)

(T as before refers to the time-reversal operator) are scattered into pairs of some other (timereversed) orbitals:
\v >= aj I vacuum > and \v >= f \v > .
(V.2b)
This form of the pairing Hamiltonian implies in particular, that the nucleonic pairs engaged by the
intei actions are those with "opposite directions of angular momenta".
A perpetous scattering of pairs of states (\v'> and \v'>) into (|i/> and \v>) implies that the levels
below the Fermi level are occupied while those above the Fermi level are empty only "part of the
time". This leads to the occupation probability distribution which, within Bardeen Cooper and
Schrieffer approximation is given by

,

,/(£„- A)2 + A where A is the Fermi level and A the so-called energy gap.
The moment of inertia for a rotating system described in term of an average field potential with the
single particle spectrum (eu,ipv) can be easily obtained, at least for small rotational frequencies,
using the first order perturbation approximation
_ fi3 v^ \<y.\JI\v>\2
~

,

_

•

( V.4)

Here as before the Oj.-axis as the rotation axis has been assumed. The presence of pairing correlations modifies the above relation and the well known result is

where the so-called quasiparticle energies, E11, satisfy:
E, = J(e, - A)3 + A2 .

(V.6)

Since the occupation coefficients, vv, and "unoccupation" coefficients, uv, satisfy the normalisation
u-u + v- = 1, it becomes clear that the Jpairing naust be smaller than Jn0pairin3- first, because the
same matrix elements, </^|J I |i/> 2 , are divided by larger terms
* ~ W + A' + V^e1, - A)-' + A^

and secondly, because they are multiplied by factors smaller than unity
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(V.7)

In fact, the calculations allow to find the physical range of the average matrix element G (cf.
Eq.(V.l)) in such a way that the moments of inertia, Eq.(V.S), reproduce well the experiment (cf.
Fig. 8a).
The calculations of Jnopair with various average field potentials, yet without residual interactions,
give the results very close to the rigid body values. This suggests, that with increasing spin, when
the pairing interactions become weaker, the corresponding moments of inertia should become larger,
and, in the limit of vanishing pairing correlations, should reach the limit of the rigid body rotation.
The possibility of an experimental testing of the above scenario does not seem too promissing at
present. First, even if the "structureless rotation" has been found
= O ; J< 2 > = J< 1> ')

= const.

(V.9)

cf. Eq-(III. 11), it is not quite clear whether the constant in Eq.(V.9) does correspond to the rigid
body moment of inertia. Several mechanisms may contribute to this uncertainty. One of the
most obvious is provided by a competition between shape changes induced by rotation and by the
individual-nucleonic alignement

I= ^ iv

(V.ll)

c6con/

snce
and it is not obvious how could one possibly distinguish between variation in I-vs.-w caused by
decrease in pairing, increase in deformation or in iu (the latter due for instance to a level crossing
between ev and one of its partners).
Assuming that the pairing correlations are already negligible, one can pose the problem in the
following manner: measuring /-vs.-w and the deformation (several multipoles in general: A =
2, 3, 4. ..?) will define, within experimental errors, the nuclear shape, say, the one represented by
the surface S of Eq. (IV. 11). Knowing the nuclear matter density would, in principle, allow to
calculate also the corresponding moment of inertia to be compared with J'1'.
Therefore one of the questions posed in the past has been: how close to- or now far from the
rigid body rotation the motion in superdeformed configurations can be? A test type calculations
allowing to probe the orders of magnitude involved have been performed using the so-called HartreeFock-Bogolyubov approximation which generalises to the case of nuclear rotation the simplified
considerations brought up in Eqs.(V.l-ll).
The results corresponding to a normal and a superdeformed configurations of 152Dy nucleus are
presented in Figs. 24 and 25, respectively. In both cases the energies have been minimised with
respect to deformation and the projection onto a good particle number has been performed in the
HFB approach. For comparison, the curves equivalent to an ignoring of the pairing correlations
are also given. The bottom parts in both figures illustrate the behaviour of the pairing gaps, A,
in function of rotational frequency, <J, for protons and neutrons. For "pedagogical" purposes the
results of calculations with no particle number projection have been used here; they are known
to manifest an artificial (that is to say: due to the way of approximating the solution) "pairing
collapse". (For more rigorous treatment of this problem cf. Sect. V.D). In both cases there is an
alignment of angular momenta of several nucléons (at least one nucleonic pair for both protons and
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Fig. 24 The results of the realistic calculation with pairing, by employing the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov cranking
(HFBC) approximation with particle number projection
(PNP). The thin lines correspond to the weak pairing
limit (A set to 150 keV). Note that the particle number
projection and the deformation minimisation, both techniques applied here, describe well the experimental data.
(From Dudek et al.. 1988b).

Fig. 25 Illustration similar to that in Fig. 24, but for
the superdeformed configurations in 152Dy. The minimisation over deformation gives practically a constant, indicated in the figure (from Dudek et al.. 1988b).

neutrons) predicted by theory. (Remarkably, the experimental points corresponding to the superdeformed band start shortly after the theoretically predicted alignment, has terminated). Possible
consequences of this mechanism are discussed in Sect. V.C.2; they may influence in particular the
"decay out of band" properties.
Before terminating this discussion let us make some remarks related to the so-called "static" and
"dynamic" pairing correlations. A schematic illustration of the sometimes involved argumentation
(and of a related jargon) is presented in Fig. 26. In the approximate nuclear structure approaches,
the so-called Bogolyubov transformation
ct* = 2^1 u"** ct + v"n CV

(V. 13)

v

is often used. It has, by definition, its inverse and so a general two-body Hamiltonian
=

e

> ej cj

+

«

(V.14)

\liV

can easily be expressed in terms of the "quasi particles", |p >, \v >,,.., fictitious objects whose wave
functions can be viewed as composed of the usual particle and hole wave functions (Eq.(V.13)). After the transformation has been performed, the corresponding Hamiltonian image splits into terms
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proportional to Q + Q and another group of terms proportional to CC + U + Q + Q + , Q + Q + Q + Q, Q + Q + QQ
and their hermitian conjugates. The HFB approximation consists in neglecting the la'tter. The
remaining terms are sometimes said to describe the "static pairing correlations", while the rejected
ones to contain the "dynamic pairing correlations". Since this formulation uses the notion of a
quasiparticle, the latter characteristic for the Bogolyubov approximation method, one may argue
that the splitting into "static" and "dynamic" correlations as presented here is artificial. However,
to the extent to which the pairing gap A can be accepted as a collective variable (altough it can
be denned precisely only within the Bogolyubov ansatz of neglecting the second group of terms)
one may also accept the language of "minimisation of the expectation value of the Hamiltonian
with respect to A" in order to obtain the corresponding equilibrium (static) value A 0 , and to view
the improvements of the Bogolyubov approximation as a departure from the "static-A0 picture",
thus allowing for additional, arbitrarily called "dynamical fluctuations" in the pairing correlations!
Another, yet physically transparent and in addition less arbitrary way of using the language of
"static" and "dynamic" correlations can be discussed within the group-theoretical approach related to U(2n) group (cf. Sect. V.D).

Static and Dynamic Correlations
E = H(A)
'zero point motion')
Energy oi vibrations called
Dynamical correlation energy
'Static pairing' energy

I)

-A

The 'static' value obtained by minimisation

Proportions between the static
and Dynamic contributions

Fig. 26

A qualitative representation of the static and dynamic pairing correlations
as discussed in terms of the HFBC approach (see text).

The summary of the above considerations, in view of the illustration in Fig. 26, can be given as
follows. The HFBC approximation gives a direct way of representing the expectation value of
the (truncated) Hamiltonian in function of the pairing gap A ("a variational parameter") whose
equilibrium value A0 obtained by minimisation determines the total energy of the system. The
additional correlations, neglected within the Bogolyubov treatment, when approximated in terms
the harmonic method (e.g. RPA (random phase approximation)) can be viewed as the uzero point
collective motion" energy, where the collectivity should be ment in terms of the "intensity of the
nucleonic coupling into pairs" as represented by A (cf. top part of Fig. 26). When the rotation
increases, the pairing correlations decrease (cf. Figs. 24-25) and the minimum of the expectation
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value of the corresponding energy operator will correspond to the lower and lower A0-values.
However, the fluctuations represent here a different contribution from the Hamiltonian, and the
proportions between the two (i.e. "static" vs. "dynamic" contributions) will change in general. In
fact, the results in Figs. V.24-25, (more precisely, the difference between the curves denoted HFBC
and HFBC & PNP) can be viewed as an approximation of the "dynamical" contribution; in the
illustrated case one can conclude, that those "dynamical" contributions do not vary markedly with
rotational frequency.
At the beginning of this chapter we discussed the influence of the pairing correlations on the
collective inertia related to the rotational motion. Here we shall address the problem of the influence
of the pairing correlations on the probability of shape transitions: those between two competing,
shape-coexisting minima or those between a superelongated and fission (scission) configurations.
Let us consider a nucleus whose shape can be parametrised using deformation variables, called
/3 = {fi\}. The corresponding total potential energy, V(f3) can be calculated using the Strutinsky
approach as discussed Sect. IV. To gain some insight into the corresponding inertia effect we will
employ once again the first order perturbation approximation which gives, in the presence of pairing
correlations

The above expression is an analog of that in Eq. ( V.5); it represents a collective inertia as it can be
seen from the classical kinetic energy expression

analogous to that in Eq-(III.1).
In order not to complicate this discussion by introducing unnecessary details, let us assume that
the nuclear transition from one to another shape configuration can be described using a singledeformation parameter, fl The Schrodinger equation corresponding to the classical expression
(V.16) has the form
t-

a

-i

a

det(B)B~j1 • -p + V(P)

(V.17)

as it is well known. This reduces, within the one-dimensional approximation which would like to
consider here for the sake of simplicity, to the form (one single mass parameter replaces now the
full inertia tensor Bij )

Using this description of the collective nuclear motion and shape transitions (which stems directly
from Bohr's collective model) we will regard the transitions as the process of penetration of the
corresponding collective potential barrier, V(/3), obtained by using the Strutinsky method. To
discover the leading trends it will be sufficient here to apply the quasi classical approximation to
the barrier penetration problem which gives for the related transmission probability:
T = exp I --\ !

U>

" ^2B(P)[V(P) - E] dp

I * ./A.

where $n and /d out denote as usual the classical turning points.
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,

(V.19)

In order to proceed further, let us return to the mass parameter problem, B(/3), which after using
Eq.(V.lS) reduces to:
B(l3) = 2ft 2 £ /,„„

> |2r

(v.20)

where by definition
(u v + u v r
f v = —M
—"

(V.21)

Taking into account Eqs.(V.S) and (V.6) and the normalisation it2 + u 2 = 1, we obtain, for any
two levels close to the Fermi level, an approximate expression
M

" ~ 8[(e-A)2

where e^ ~ ev ~ e. The above expression depends on deformation /3 and for any pair of levels
(fj,,is) which cross at the Fermi level will be peaked at e — A. Moreover, even if only one of the
participating levels, e^ or ev, crosses the Fermi level, the contribution from the /M1/ factor will in
general undergo a peak.
Using the fact that the pairing factor does not depend strongly on /3 and that to a leading order
A2
((e - A) 2

[
J

g(\)
(V 23)

'

f"~

one finds that
~ o(A)/A 2

(V.24)

To complete the qualitative estimate for <B> let us consider the orbitals /x ^ v which undergo
a crossing. They will cause in general an increase in the mass parameter, and this, in turn, will
force the nucleus to modify its way in between the two configurations, characterised by /3;n and
/3out. For instance, a nucleus may decrease its mass parameter when becoming octupole-deformed,
in wich case the opposite parity levels that cross without any restriction in the absence of the
octupole deformation will start repelling each other. The corresponding wave functions become
"similar to each other" via such an interaction and the corresponding matrix elements of the type
</j:\dH/dj3\v> will bring a larger contribution there. It thus becomes clear that in any case, the
region on the /3—axis where ev and e^ cross will contribute more than the regions without crossings.
In this qualitative treatment it will be sufficient to observe that in the summation T^ eacn term
<fj,\dH/d/3\i/> treated as a function of/3, cf. integration in Eq.(V.19), will contribute mainly when
the levels cross. The double summation integrated will lead then to the following estimate
fdunt

/
•/A.

V < n\dH/d0\v > d/3 ~ (A7i)
^

(V.25)

where An is the number of crossings in the A/3 interval and
A/S = /?out - /Jin .

(V.26)

On the other hand one may express the same using an average
fl3.,,,,

I
J&ln

<li\dHld0\v> dp = A/36

(V.27)

5 - ( A n / A/3).

(V.28)

fin

and one finds that
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Putting the expressions (V.24-28) together implies, that the integration in the quasiclassical barrier
penetration formulae will contribute via an average of the form

<B> - 9^ (It)' •

<v-29>

Let us mention that the above expression corresponds to one kind of nucléons and thus the total
inertia effect contributing into the /3—path integration will have the form

I y\"i
—

[ *-"' \ I
I— I I

,
+

*>"
ffW (An\~
-^T (q§)

(V- 30 )

JV

It therefore becomes obvious, that the penetrability factors will depend strongly on the average
pairing behaviour (represented by the pairing gap—A) via the exponents like those in Eq.(V.19).
One can demonstrate that for a fictitions one-kind of particle system the transmission coefficient
will satisfy the asymptotic relation

T ~ j exp -- ^g(X) (An/A/?)
where the units have been chosen appropriately. Suppose that P ~ 10~5. For strong pairing
correlations A ~ 1, while for the high spin limit A ~ 0.25. The difference in terms of transmission
probability will amont to PsttonS pairing ~ 10~5 and Pwe»k pairing ~ 10~20 corresponding to 15(!)
orders of magnitude !
It therefore follows that the pairing correlations destabilise the super-elongated configurations
against fission in a dramatic manner, and that in particular, the excited (e.g. particle-hole configurations where the pairing correlations are weak) should better survive the competition between the
electromagnetic transitions and fission: they should become more stable against fission, in contrast
to the usual intuitive argumentation.
V.D Pairing properties in the weak pairing limit: conclusions from the exact treatment.
One of the questions often posed in the context of nuclear rotation is that of the pairing phase
transition and, more generally, of the pairing influence on the nuclear behaviour at the very high
spin limit. Here we would like to answer some of these questions using the group theoretical
methods developed in Krumlinde and Szymariski, 1974.
In order to apply exact methods, we will limit the generality of the physical context not by limiting
the form of the Hamiltonian (we will keep its "cranking approximation form", Eq.(IV.29)

but rather by limiting the space of allowed nucleonic configurations to a single j-shell. This amounts
to solving the cranking problem exactly and within group theoretical treatment, sheds some new
light on the pairing properties.
Within the single ./-shell space we will specify the one-body part of the Hamiltonian (V.31) to be
that of an axially deformed average field potential with the quadrupole deformation. This leads to
the following modification of the notation in (V.31) :

em = k/3
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VI - SUMMARY

3m

~ 3(3 + 1J.

VfiJ+T)

(V<32)

and
s)rom'c;i;cm.

(v.33)

where c* |0 >= (TTZ > denotes a single-particle state with a projection of j onto the elongation axis,
O:, denoted m. Within the j-shell limited space the Hamiltonian reads
C7n, .
TTlTn'

(V.34)

TTl1TTl'

To prepare the above expression for a group-theoretical treatment it will be useful to replace the
combinations (c+c or C+ C + ) of the Fermion operators C+ and c by the equivalent boson operators.
This can be done on a more general level i.e. without necessarily limiting the two-body interaction
to the pairing form of (V.34). Moreover, the exact solutions can be carried out, on the same general
level (although in this article only the pairing interactions are considered).
To stress this aspect of generality, we consider an arbitrary Fennionic basis {c+|>= |a>}, i.e.
without any specific limitation; in particular it does not need to correspond to an axially symmetric
average field. We introduce the operators
N00. = c+c0

Nf0 = N0a ;

= c+c

0

(V.35)

=
=-B+
- aa

(V.36)

and

B00 = c0ca

B00 = -B00 .

(V.37)

Since the Fennion (anti) commutation relations give
[4,c+] + =0;

[ca,c0}+=0;

[c+,c/j] + = 6a0

(V.38)

the sign changes in (V.36-37) are obvious; moreover, Eq. (V.38) allows to calculate easily the new
commutation relations
~ NrfSri

( V.39a)

B^S06

( V.39b)

[Naff, B^s] =B^SaS - B06B^

( V.39c)

[Bg10, B^s] =Na^60s - Nfaoai + N06O01^ - N06S0^ + S0^S0S - SayS0s .

(V.39d)

The group-theoretical help comes from the following considerations.
Let us consider an ensemble of orthogonal matrices with the dimension n {Oap ,a/3 = 1 , 2, . . . n} and satisfying the
condition det(O) - 1. Such an ensemble is known to form a gioup in the mathematical sense, called 5O(n).
Let us consider also an n-dimensional vector space S (n) = {zi,...z n }. Any matrix OsSO(nHeaves invariant a
bilinear form FI = ^x0Xa- More explicitely, an orthogonal transformation of the form x'£ — ^ OknX7n implies

or

Ot 1 ^ 1 T

01

a

01

0

Using the group property of the orthogonal transformations one my facilitate many derivations by considering
infinitesimal transformations without loosing any generality of the final conclusion. Therefore we will "expand" the
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matrices Okm around the identity transformation writing Okm = 6km + «fcm with ijbm-infinitesimally small. The
orthogonality condition for Okm implies antisymmetry ejtm = -£mkNow the linear transformation x' = Ox can be rewritten explicitly as
-O
€ti
r*î i

x',

xi

*»

o.
o•
O

(V.41)

We introduce the operators
(V.42)
and observe that Eq.(V.41) can be rewritten in the form
Jt

12

(V.43)
.-"«J

«.j»

The above relation indicates that any infinitesimal, orthogonal transformation x' = Ox can be expressed, or generated, by an ensemble of operators [Xji ; i,j — I 1 ...n; Xji = — Xi j ; X* = — X}i}. These operators are
therefore called the generators of the group SO(n); there are exactly |n(n - 1) independent generators equal to
the number of independent continous parameters necessary to parametrise this group. It is now straightforward to
obtain the commutation relations between the generators
*as ~ 6asXa-, .

(V.44)

It is also customary to replace tbe above operators by Jal) = iXa@ which give
[Ja0, J-,6] = i (tajJpf

(V.45)

~ 6o6Jf3i + 906 Ja-, ~ S^

the commutation relations equivalent to that in Eq.(V.44). Now we will introduce after Krumlinde and Szymanski
1974, the following labelling of the basis states:

No.
o. = 1

Level

(stato

No.

Level

|state>

\j,m =
\3,3 ~ 1

=5

a = 2j + 1

= 2;

—

where as before, the bar over a symbol denotes time-reversal. It is now straightforward to show, that by replacing
the operators (V.35-37) by the J-type generators using the following linear transformation

i
2
1

t
'I
t

2

1
1
2

i
2
t
,2/8-1
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2

-1,2d-l

(V.46a)
(V.46b)
(V.46c)
(V.46d)

we do satisfy the commutation relations in (V.39a-d) provided n = 4/ + 2. In other words, the "physical" operators
{Na0, B*g and Bag} satisfy the commutation relations of the 5O(4/ + 2) algebra. The latter observation enables us
to express the Hamiltonian of interest by the generators of the group SO(4j + 2). As a consequence we will also be
able to find the matrix representation of the Hamiltonian using the irreducible representations of this group what,
after diagonalisation, will give the exact solutions of the problem.

In the discussion presented here we limit ourselves to the one-dimensional cranking approach. In
such a case the formalism outlined above simplifies in a sense that as the symmetry group of the
Hamiltonian in question the U( Ij +1 ) group, a subgroup of the more general symmetry SO(4j + 2 ),
can be employed.
Now what remains to be done is to select a basis, to calculate the matrix elements of the generators,
to introduce so obtained results into the Hamiltonian expression and finally to diagonalise the
Hamiltonian. In our case a convenient choice will be to employ the basis parametrisation proposed
by Gelfand and Zetlin, 1950.
In the following we avoid any detailed mathematical considerations. Instead, we will quote some
theorems concerning the irreducible representations of the U(2n) = U(2j+l) group - those relevant
to the discussion of the physical properties of a rotating many-body system. We omit any proofs.
The details can be found in the forthcoming publication, Burglin et a!.. 1991. Instead we formulate
the "user ready" properties:
Property 1: For a given dimension of the group U(2n), the irreducible representations can be
numbered using an integer index p = 0,1,... 2n; the dimension of each representation is given by
the Newton symbol ( 2n ).
Property 2: Since the total Hamiltonian commutes with the particle number operator, the eigensolutions can be labelled in addition by its eigenvalues. For a given particle number N, the total
number of basis states, dim(p, JV), which within the "p-th" representation correspond to that particle number is given by
l

q=

-(N+P-n).

(V.47)

The full ensemble of dimensions of various blocks of the Hamiltonian for j = 13/2 is given in
Table V.I for illustration, where the total number of the (many body) states possible to create (for
objects with the particle number A^ = 0,1,.. .Nm*x = 14) is 16384. The highest dimension of a
block corresponds to (p = 7, N = 6) and we find dim(p, N) = 1225 in this case (cf. Eq.(V.47) and
Table V.I).
The Gelfand-Zetlin construction of the basis (and the generators of the U(2n) group) has a characteristic property related to the particle number operator N. It turns out to be very useful in
^

2n

2n

e»=l

a=l

^

physical applications. To explain it, let us recall that N= £ c£ ca = £ ^<*<*» c^- Eq.(V.35). In
order to act with this operator on the many-body wave functions - solutions to the Hamiltonian
(V.34), one has to express Naa by the group generators. This, however, is possible only within the
following limitation:
N2a-l,2a-l + #2a,2* = Gaa - Ga+n,a+n - 1 ,

(V.48)

where the relevant generators of the U(2rc) are denoted G. The physical meaning of the above
relation can be inferred from the following illustration in Fig. 27:
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The many-body wave functions = basis states of the Gelfand-Zetlin representations, when applied to the simplest case of one particle only, indicate
an "uncertainty property": the Gelfand-Zetlin states describe a particle residing in a I state > and the corresponding time-reversed | state > at the
same time, cf. Eq.(V.48).

The property illustrated in the above figure is an analog of the so-called signature representation
of the single-particle basis which can be easily explained as follows. For the single-particle basis
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{\jm >} we can introduce a new basis composed of the linear combinations

' r >= Js ( ~lJ' m > +(-i) m+ *|j^ >

(V.49)

l f > = ^ ( + I J ^ > + ( - l ) m + = |jm
The signature operator /EI(TT) = exp(—MTj x ) can easily be shown to satisfy
*,(ir)|r>=(-i)|r>;

(V.50)

H 1 (Tr)I f >= (+01 f > -

It becomes clear, that the {jr- >, \f >} - type states are not the eigenstates of the jz - operator;
they describe a physical situation of a particle occupying at the same time both basis states, | jm >
and I jm >. Relation (V.48) implies an analogous situation, but now on the many-body level where
the I jm >t\jm > states do not directly exist in the framework of Gelfand-Zetlin basis.
Another physically important implication of the relation (V.48) is that for a given representation
all the basis states can be divided into groups which are characterized by the number of unpaired
nucléons. Let us illustrate this property on the example of the ii 3 / 2 orbital with N = 6 particles.
The single particle spectrum, sm — (3m2 — j(j + I)) for a prolate-deformed average field can be
expressed schematically as in Fig. 28.
|m >

ITO >

|13/2 >

;

Il O /O

~v

Il 1 /9 >*

|9/2>

inJ /o ^,
I /^ •>

17/2 >

17/9 -->

15/2 >

—T-

-

,

|3/2>

.

.

.

Fig. 28

> 7 doubly degenerate levels

I ' / * -^
IV2 >
19/2 -*
•->
l°/*

-

|Î72>

A schematic representation of a single particle, single-> orbital spectrum corresponding to a prolate deformation; the states are ^enumerated by \jm >;
the j-quantum number is fixed (113/2) and it was omitted in the figure.

The first group of the basis states is, by definition, composed of the totally paired, 6-particle
configurations, as illustrated in Fig. 29.

(a)
Fig. 29

(b)

(c)

= etc.

Some examples of the totally paired configurations which have their correspondence within the Gelfand-Zetlin baiit: each configuration has exactly
one basis state to which it corresponds. Those states are denoted in the
following (0000222 >, [0002022 >, |0002202 > etc.
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The next group of basis states is composed of configurations with exactly 2 nucléons unpaired. A
few examples are given in Fig. 30.

(a)
Fig. 30

(b)

(c)

= etc.

A few examples of the one broken pair configurations which, however, have
no direct analog in the language of the Gelfand-Zetlin basis, since, as discussed in text, the symbol (a) represents in fact four configurations which
are indistinguishable from the corresponding many-body basis point of view.
They are denoted |0001122 >, (0010122 >, J0001212 > etc. Note that each
symbol represented has exactly four different configurations.

The indistinguishable configurations discussed above (cf. also caption to Fig. 30) have the following
interpretation in the language of the single-particle occupation scheme, cf. Fig. 31.

(fa)

(a)
Fig. V.31

(c)

(d)

A schematic illustration of the four configurations corresponding to the single
symbol |0001122> representing four different, mutually orthogonal GelfandZetlin states. These states are the many-body solutions to the Hamiltonian
7

Sm(C^Cm + C^Cm);

VM + V

and their energies are common and all four equal to
2e(m = 1/2) + 2e(m = 3/2) + e(m = 5/2) + e(m = 7/2)

The characteristic evolution of various contributions corresponding to the four ensembles of the
basis states, i.e. {e0} = {0000222}, {ej = {0001122};{e2} = {0011112} and {e3} = {0111111}
representing a system of N — 6 particles in an 113/0 ( j = 13/2) orbital is given in Fig. 32 in function
of rotational frequency w for the yrast sequence of the discussed physical system. The parameters of
the Hamiltonian, kfi and G, have been chosen in such a way that the corresponding single-particle
energies represent a splitting characteristic of a superdeformation while the first excited state is
about 2 MeV distant from the lowest one. a situation typical for a nucleus of A ~ 150 mass range.
One can see immediately that with the physical range of parameters used, the yrast states at m ~ O
are in pratically 100% represented by the {e0} group of totally paired basis states.
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Illustration of the exact diagonalisation of the cranking Hamiltonian using
the U(2n) symmetry properties. Various curves represent the contributions
from the four classes of the Gelfand-Zetlin states (cf. Fig. 31 and the related
discussion). (From Burglin et al., 1991).

With increasing w, the one-broken-pair group, {ei} starts contributing very fast, reaching the
maximum at fiu; ~ 1 MeV. At fiw ~ 2.5 MeV, the one broken-pair and the two-broken pair states of
the classes {e^} and {e2}, respectively, contribute pratically 90% to the many-body wave function.
But even at hu as high as ~ 3.5 MeV, the totally unpaired states contribute less than 10% into
the total wave functions, a contribution comparable to that of the totally paired basis states.
One may conclude that the exact diagonalisation of the cranking Hamiltonian with pairing strongly
suggests an important presence of the paired states up to high frequencies, exceeding the highest
frequencies observed in superdeformed nuclei; this is accompanied by an important absence of the
totally unpaired states in the yrast sequence.
Despite the microscopic presence of "paired" basis states, the spin alignment differs only little
from that in the totally unpaired regime of G = O in this case. A typical illustration is given in
Fig. 33 in the form of the Ix-vs.-u plot (Ix =<g.s.\jc\g.s.>, where \g.s.> denotes the ground state
("continuation from the ground-state")). For j = 13/2 and N = 6 particles, the maximum angular
momentum possible to align is 24 ft. One can see that the maximum alignment can be reached
only asymptotically for w —* oo, while at ftw ~ 1.5MeV the originally rapid process of aligning
slows down considerably. For ftw < 1 MeV the moment of inertia is close to the corresponding
rigid body value: the analysis of the alignment and other mechanism using the group theoretical
approach with be detailed elswhere (cf. Burglin et al. 1991)
V.E The so-called identical bands and the nucleonic "anti-stretching" of the core

In addressing the question of the so-called identical bands or "strangely degenerate" bands, we
would like to begin with a few remarks.
First, let us mention that the frequently applied word "degeneracy" may appear misleading, since
in fact these are not the energies themselves but the energy differences
£(/+2; nucleus A) - E(I; nucleus .4)
~ E(I' + 2; nucleus B) - E(I'\ nucleus B)

(V.50)

which satisfy the "degeneracy condition", Eq.(V.SO). Of course this in itself does not change the
fact that the similarities discussed are extremely interesting and require a systematic analysis.
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Fig. 33

The alignment of angular momentum Ix =< g-a.\jz\g.3 > for the system of
6 particles in the j = 13/2 orbital, deformed to imitate a superdeformation.
(One should keep in mind that the level density in this system is not representative for that in the "real" nucleus; this figure should be viewed more as
an illustration of the exact algorithm; for extended physical discussion see
Burglin et al., (1991).}

Second, in superdeformed nuclei at high-spin we seem to encounter relatively pure nucleonic configurations; they are not mixed by the pairing effects which are much weaker as compared to normal
nuclei. Therefore even if in the normal rotational bands one could find very similar ("degenerate")
rotational sequences it appears much more likely that in the superdeformed ones they manifest
relatively pure nuclear structure mechanisms.
In the following we will give some quantitative arguments showing that the identical-band relations
in superdeformed nuclei may give very useful signals concerning the quantum numbers of the least
bound nucléons.
In order to obtain some microscopic insight into the phenomenon in question we will first employ
the harmonic oscillator. The Hamiltonian
(V.51)

H0 =

has the eigenenergies
(V.52)

M

and we introduce the symbols

which allow to write down the total energy of the system as
3

(V.54)
0=1
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We will use the so-called self-consistency condition in the form of Bohr and Mottelson, 1969,
S1Wx = S^u/j, = S1U^ .

(V.55)

Assuming that the rotation takes place around the z-axis one obtains the Inglis approximation to
the moment of inertia in the form
_
v - ^
—_
T L _ /S((^z
Liy)v K + ^ )

2w9uz [

Uy-w:

ih (2jy
/^ +, ^
iijj>
*

Since the shell effects which lead to superdeformation correspond in many cases to the axially
symmetric configurations we will set ws = u>x and define as usually the nuclear elongation parameter
Q = (j)yj(j),. Using the notation W1 = u>y = fl ; S* = Sy = S we may reexpress Eq.(V.56) in a
simpler form
V ,

J = ^(CT+I)

(V.57)

where S = SjL1 (nx(i) + ^). Now we will "add" a nucléon to the nucleus in question, A —<• A + 1.
In this case the u>a and S0 will modify:
/

i \
OL = z, y,.-,

«a -* WQ + *WQ .

(V. 58)
(V.59)

Treating the modifications as small we can rederive Eq.( V.57) which leads to the modified moment
of inertia expression J = J + SJ. It will be convenient to express the final result in the form of a
ratio obtained after a simple but lengthy derivation:
SJ

1

(V.60)

a(a»

A few features of this result deserve noticing. First, an increase in elongation will generally decrease
the 6J/J polarisation; in particular, for a ~ \/5i which slightly exceeds a typical value of a
superdeformation, a = 2, the third factor in Eq.(V.60) will change the sign (!) thus allowing
the 6 J values to come closer to zero - which is precisely the manifestation of the identical band
mechanism.
Secondly, the relative polarisation SJ/J increases fast with ^-quantum number of the "added",
A + l'* nucléon since (5a2 — l)/[a(a 2+ l)] remains relatively large as compared to (5 — a 2 )/(l + a 2 ).
The above expression gives also a criterion for the most efficient way of achieving the condition
6 J ~ O; the A + l particle should have: a. nx = maximum; b. nz = minimum; c. deformation close
to the superdeformation or larger.
Under the conditions specified above the SJ term may even become negative; such a situation,
which would appear typical for the n, = O orbitals at the hyperdeformation can also be called
"anti-stretching of the moment of inertia", the "fancy name" stressing the fact that contrary to
the usual intuition the moment of inertia of a nucleonic mass distribution may, under well precise
conditions, decrease with increasing mass.
The harmonic oscillator results can be translated into the more realistic results for the WoodsSaxon potential. The corresponding SJ/ J inertia polarisations due to the individual nucleus close
to the Fermi level of .4 — 150 nuclei are illustrated in Figs. 34 and 35 for neutrons. It is worth
emphasizing that the polarisations, while generally decreasing with deformation, have a tendency
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to bunch into groups characterised by the common ra.-quantum number. In particular, for /Jo — 0.6
the n. = O lines approach zero - an ideal condition for a zero polarisation of inertia (SJ/J = O)!
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Fig. 34 The relative neutron polarisations SJ/J calculated for the Woods-Saxon
levels denumerated by the asymptotic labels [JVnZA]O*. The superdefoimation (lit ~- 0.6) corresponds to the area where the first nt = O orbitals give
vanishing inertia polarisation. (Positive parity levels only).
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Basing on the results from Figs 34 and 35 a number of realistic cases has been analysed. An
example of the closely degenerate bands in 1IgDy (the first, or yrast) and in 1IgTb88 (the so-called
second band) has been treated in Fig. 36. One can see that the n. — O configuration leads to
SJ/J ^ O 'in both experiment and in theory.
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Similar to that in Fig. 34 but for the negative parity levels. The relative
proton polarisations are very similar and the diagrams in Figs. 34 and 35
can be considered representative for both kinds of particles.
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A counter-example, cf. Fig. 37, is provided by the bands in 1UDy87 and in 152Dy, where one
expects that the odd nucléon occupies the [JV = 7, nz = 6, A = l]3/2~ orbital. In this case one
would expect a large SJ/ J polarisation (cf. Figs. 32-33) and this indeed seems to be the case also
in experiment.
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Fig. 36 Comparison of the J ( 3 ) moments of inertia (top), the "odd-hole" alignment, middle, and the inertia polarisation 6jW/jW, bottom, for 152Dy
and 161Tb degenerate bands (see also text).
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Similar to that in Pig. 36 but for 152 Dy and 153Dy nuclei. The nt =6
is comparably large and one should expect, cf. Eq.(V.60), a. large inertia
polarisation here; this is indeed the rase.
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VI - SUMMARY
In this presentation an overview concerned with selected important nuclear high-spin structuremechanisms and theoretical techniques has been given.
We have indicated in particular the role and the place of the high-spin nuclear structure physics
in the domain of strong interactions (Sect. I).
A special attention has been payed to the properties of superdefbrmed and hyperdeformed nuclear
configurations. We have enumerated several mechanisms and phenomena which appeared strange
or unusual: the superdeformed nuclei do manifest features which look quite different in the so-called
normal nuclei (Sect. II and III).
The theoretical interpretations discussed on this article are based on the average field approximation
and Strutinsky theorem. A contemporary version of this kind of approach has been overviewed in
Sect. IV, where also typical illustrations have been given.
In Sect. V, several "strange" mechanisms introduced earlier in Sect. Ill, have been discussed in more
detail. This concerns in particular the population properties of superdeformed nuclei, Sect. V.A,
and the unusually simple alignment properties ("lack of back-bending"), Sect. V.B. The pairing
properties have been discussed in more detail in the context of both the stability of the superdeformed configurations against fission and other shape transitions, Sect. V.C, and the problem of
the weak pairing limit discussed within a group-theoretical formalism. Some illustrative examples
have been given in this context, Sect. V.D. Finally, the problem of inertia polarisation and the
so-called "identical bands" have been discussed and illustrated in Sect. V.E.
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